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As an undergraduate in history I learned that a personal motivation has no place in the introduction to an academic paper. A scientific motivation for your research is needed. But, considering that I am no longer a history student but a graduate student in American Studies and that this is the final piece I will have to write before my days as a student are over, I will allow myself to begin with some personal reflection. It is also important for understanding the course my research took in this portfolio. I always had an interest in history and in literature. As a history major I tried to use fiction for my research, but the teachers were often against this. Literature was not seen as a valid source for historical research because writers are not bound by academic rules. It is encouraged, for example, that writers use their imagination. I could quote them for an engaging introduction, but using them as a primary source often was a bridge too far in the history department.   
I however believe that literature can be quite influential in how people consider the past. Tolstoy’s War and Peace is important in how Russians look at the Napoleonic Wars, probably more so than history books. His view on an important time in history should not just be dismissed because Tolstoy chose to write about it in the form of a novel. Literature may not have the same authority as a scientific work of history, but it does tell us for example something of the world the writer lived in. The success of a writer is often attributed to the way in which he wrote about his time and the people of that era. A view at Victorian England is not complete without the works of Charles Dickens.​[1]​ The big reason for me taking up American Studies was the fact that a combination of historical and literary research is allowed and even encouraged. Most of the essays in this portfolio, with the exception of one that talks about photography and philosophy, combine these two topics with the goal to gain a better understanding of both subjects. 
Although the interdisciplinary character of American Studies has been a controversial issue for the last thirty years, the discipline is still known for urging traditional departments like English and history, but also others, to broaden their horizons and be more open and cooperative towards other academic areas. And American Studies is not just a loose mixture of history, literature and art; it is a separate field of study with its own history and debates about what it exactly wants to be.​[2]​ By combining knowledge of different fields it is possible to get a new and unique perspective on the United States. A fresh look can place doubts at dominant ideologies and make room for new voices that have been marginalized before. 
Postmodern scholarship has advocated that history is just a story and not an actual empirical tested representation of the past. It is shaped by ideology and made by historians who cannot completely escape from the background that has made them who they are. The search for a single national narrative was the focus of the first scholars in American Studies, the myth and symbol school for example. They developed discourses that excluded a lot of people. But the entire past of the country cannot be combined is a single historical narrative, a lot of different stories can be written down about its history. If you define an American as a white Anglo-Saxon protestant and this has often been done, you forget a majority of the people. There are also women, Native Americans or non-believers to mention just a few examples. Every story needs to get attention.  
Marginalized voices need to be heard to get a better understanding of the past and one place were these voices can be found is literature. Books that have been ignored in the past, need to be read and analyzed. But contemporary literature can also give the reader a new and fresh perspective on unknown stories of the past and present. Literature is certainly not the only place to look. Since the reflexive turn American Studies has drawn heavily from Culture Studies and poststructural theory. A new definition of culture was developed; it is not just high culture anymore that in suitable to study the American experience. Everybody is a carrier of his or her culture and everything is culture, the difference between high and low culture has been left behind. Every form of high and low culture is an excellent object of study, but in this portfolio literature is used to gain a better understanding of history.​[3]​ 
Politics and culture are not independent from each other but intertwined on all levels. It can not be studied separately as is done in traditional history and English departments. Literature is an agency in the political world and in it a discourse can be found that is an asset in the study of the past.​[4]​ Campbell and Kean write that: “America is constructed from these threads which are diverse, divergent, coherent, contrary and competing, crossing…”.​[5]​ The US is multicultural; it is made up of different stories living in a single country. These stories or cultures do not just show Americans how the world is, they structure the way they look at it. A discourse is hegemonic and there is a power relationship between the different cultures in America. Raymond Williams says hegemonic means that it is more than just political control; it seeks a more general predominance which includes a particular way of looking at the world and humanity.​[6]​ American Studies is partly responsible for writing history that is about more than great man and a culture that is more than the books of dead white males. It battles the dominating discourses with new interpretations of history and culture. As an American Studies student I read writers I never heard of before or who I dismissed as unimportant. Usually these writings were useful in gaining a better understanding of the United States and its history. 
Views on minorities and their identity have changed since the 1960s when women and minorities began attending universities in increasing numbers. Originally the US was seen as a melting pot, the idea was that all ethnic groups could be assimilated into one general American man or woman. Campbell and Kean say that this model stressed the denial of an ethnic background and demanded the termination of cultural practices. Concern about ethnicity was seen as something negative and backward. This vision was attacked, ethnicity became something good, and one could be Irish but also American. It is just a part of your identity, like your religion or the state you are from. These things make Americans who they are; they have hybrid or fluid identities with “ghost-values” that construct their personalities.​[7]​ Being Asian and American for example is nowadays seen as an asset. Mauk and Oakland write they are labeled as the best minority, linked with respect for elders, education and working hard. This is a big generalization and certainly not true for a lot of Asian Americans but it does show a shift in thinking about minorities.​[8]​ The goal is now to tell the history of all these groups that make up America.  
But history is not the only part of the humanities that is enriched by the interdisciplinary focus of American Studies. If students of English limit themselves to the close reading of texts they miss the knowledge that a historical background can bring. The academic discourse that there is only a text and nothing more has been dismissed just as the empirical qualities of history. Cultural studies practitioners who look at literature and other forms of culture have always been progressive and will not forget to look at the minorities at the margins. They however need to be careful no to lose touch with the public, the larger community that is America. There is a tendency to become self-obsessed and to not be up to date with the realities of how the United States are doing. An engagement with politics and history makes the subjects of cultural studies more relevant for society at large. It should let itself be heard in the public debate.​[9]​ Seymour Lipset explains why being critical is important, he sees an ideological consensus in the US, an intense commitment to moral and values that all Americans share. It leads to fierce debates about certain issues but also to a shared feeling of commitment to ideas.​[10]​
A concern about society is important to fulfill the democratic promise of American Studies. The theoretical lessons of postmodernism imply that there is no vision on society that is better than others. Some scholars see this as an excuse to disengage themselves from public debates. I however think that it is vital that students of culture reflect about the world they life in and use the conclusions of their research in public debates.​[11]​  Practitioners of American Studies use the term American “exceptionalism” to indicate that the US might be different than other nations. The discipline is a search for a distinctive national identity, a quest to answer Crevecoeur’s famous question, “What, then, is the American, this new man?”​[12]​ Campbell and Kean see this as the most important question of American Studies, they speculate that the continues search for an identity might even be the defining characteristic of the American people.​[13]​ Universities should not disengage themselves from this vital part of what it means to be an inhabitant of the US. There is nothing wrong with thinking and debating about politics and history and how this reflects on current events.  

The first essay in this portfolio is an excellent example of the issues I mentioned above. It explores the novel Starship Troopers by Robert A. Heinlein (1907-1988) and shows that it is more than a right-wing glorification of the military. With these words the book and especially the later movie were often dismissed by critics. I however have a different opinion about it. If some of the political statements in the story are compared with the politics of the time in which the book was written the reader can see that also leftish sentiments are present in it. There is a call to active citizenship, the right to vote is not given to everybody in the book but has to be earned, which makes one think of the political rhetoric of democratic president John F. Kennedy. Starship Troopers also contains a call for an elite all-volunteer army, another issue that was debated in the United States in the early 1960s. The country still had an army filled with conscripts which was something Kennedy wanted to change. I used history to analyze a piece of literature which leads to a new and fresh interpretation in this paper.
I also show that the book is an excellent object of study for scholars in American Studies. The book describes a society that is united but also has room for various regional identities. In its army these characteristics are used to make it function well and woman are equal to man. A second American Studies theme is the frontier myth, which is something positive in the book. It turns a boy into a man and this is good thing on a frontier that is not inhabited by weak natives. Not to dismiss a work of science fiction as a representation of low culture but to make a serious study of it is typical for American Studies. Its unique perspective finds extra layers in what appears on first sight as a straightforward piece of writing. The issues that are discussed are still relevant for American society today and this makes reading Starship Troopers a valuable experience. 
The next essay is also about a science fiction novel. Octavia Butler’s (1947-2006) Kindred is about more than just time travel. It talks about issues of diversity, especially what it means to be black in contemporary America. The writer herself said that she does not like the fact that her books are labeled as science fiction, it limits her potential audience. Readers of this genre are not the only people she wants to reach with her unconventional interpretation of the history of slavery. She is critical of some of the discourses that dominate this history. It is important to correct them, because without a proper understanding of the past it is impossible to correctly deal with contemporary issues. Blacks are for example used to judging their ancestors who submissively accepted their position as slaves. Butler shows that it was very difficult to resist slavery and that resistance was much more than a simple choice between doing the right thing or the wrong thing.    
Modern America still struggles with issues of diversity, which is clearly shown in the novel. Not just blacks but also whites are part of the problem. They might think they would never have been slaveholders but they carry something of that role within them. There are parallels between how a white man in the antebellum south threats a black woman and how she is treated in the 1970s. She is forced in a role that is considered proper for her gender and race, and in both societies it is very difficult to escape the position she is assigned. People should be aware of these issues, but because the history of slavery is incomplete it is often difficult to see what was wrong in the past and what is still wrong now. In the novel a better understanding between a white man and a black woman leads to reconciliation. I think Butler says that this should also be attempted in society at large even though it can be a painful process. Butler can not single handedly rewrite the history books on slavery but she does tell her readers where the problems are located.   
Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961) is the topic of the third essay. I researched the critical reception of his work in interbellum Europe. It is another example of using literature, or more specifically literary criticism, to critically look at discourses that exist in history. The assumption is that Europeans did not take American high culture serious in the interbellum era. The US was seen as a country that produced shallow movies and other forms of low culture but was unable to make meaningful cultural products. Americans might have been the masters of mass culture but that was the only area were their influence was recognized. Hemingway’s reception however tells a different story about American cultural influence. There were certainly critics who dismissed his writing but other praised it and claimed it was deep and meaningful. For a while he was very popular in France and also in Norway his writings were embraced. A Farewell to Arms was a big success and until the failure of To Have and Have Not he was very popular with the public in these countries. 
Interesting is that when Hemingway received a good reception he was often seen as a pseudo-European. Reviewers liked him for the European background that was present in his works. So not all American high culture was dismissed but a flair of arrogance was clearly still present. One can still argue that all American high culture was disliked because when it was not, it was annexed into a European cultural tradition. This is an example of why literature and politics can not be separated. Critics never just looked at Hemingway’s literary value without discussing his background. He being American was always present in their thoughts and he was dismissed for American elements in his work and praised for European influences. I also think it is interesting that an American writer can be researched to gain a better understanding of European culture. American Studies should not just be concerned with the US; its approach can be useful in other areas of study as well.    
The last three essays in this portfolio were written during my exchange to the University of Wyoming. Taking two courses in the local English department I noticed that they were much more open to other disciplines, at least more than I was used to in Utrecht’s history faculty. We used Richard Slotkin for example to analyze early American literature; read a lot of history in combination with novels, stories and poetry; and it was no problem to combine history and literature in a research paper. Browsing over the course catalog I saw that undergraduate history courses also had novels on the syllabi. An interdisciplinary approach appeared to me as the normal way of studying, even in the traditional departments, which I think is a good thing. 
One paper was written for a course that gave an overview of the literature of enslavement. I focused my research on Edward P. Jones’ (1951) novel The Known World which won the Pulitzer Price for literature in 2004. The book has a critical engagement with several discourses that exist in the history of slavery. It is very critical of history but also admits that it is the best instrument we have to study the past, there is no other choice but to use it. The author was a guest lecturer during my stay in Wyoming and he talked to our class on three different occasions. Remarkable was that the students made very diverse interpretations of his work, but that Jones never had any intention to give his work any deeper meaning. His main concern when writing the book was telling a nice story. Somehow all this meaning was absorbed into the story which I think is more proof that literature is not separate from the rest of the world. It is immersed in a political and historical world that reflects on the story and the writer, even without him knowing this. The only political message he admitted to was that he had named evil characters after southern republican senators he dislikes. 
One of the mistakes of history according to the book is that it tries to make history too simple. There is a tendency to reduce the past to a single story, but one story can not tell everything there is to know. In some cases not enough sources are available to construct a single story. The antebellum south was not a clean division between racist whites and submissive black for example. The concept of race could be very fluid and was also influenced by wealth, money whitened in some cases. Race is deconstructed as an artificial social construct. There were black slaveholders but also poor southern whites who participated in slave rebellions. The final historical discourse I discuss is about the question if slavery is really representable. Is it possible to say anything definite about the institution? Recent historical research and The Known World both claim that slavery can mean very different things, even in a small geographical space. A micro history or a novel about slavery in a single county appears to be the only proper way to discuss slavery and that is what Jones’ book does. It tells one of countless historical stories.  
The next essay does not really fit in with the other ones because it discusses photography and philosophy. It was written for a course called Ruins of Modernity dealing with the history of several American cities and how this history was pictured by photographers. I talk about Camilo José Vergara (1944) who was born in Colombia but made a career in the US, taking pictures of slums. His goal is to show parts of cities that do not fit within the American dream. In his books he talks a lot about what he intends with his pictures and I use his text and photos to describe him as an anti-utopian thinker. He does not believe in the modern dream that with rational planning a perfect city can be constructed. The building of high-rises, inspired by the French architect Le Corbusier, is one example of utopian hubris. It was supposed to create a lot of open and green space and enough room for movement because not much of the ground was needed for buildings. Instead people lost touch with the ground and their community which resulted in some high-rises becoming crack supermarkets.
Vergara is ashamed of what has happened in American neighborhoods. In some areas the situation is almost as worse as a hundred years ago. He knows that utopian dreams no longer inspire American city planning but it has gone too far. It does not mean that ghettos should be forgotten or dismissed as forever lost. There still is a fragile sense of community and a common ethnic history. There are building blocks left to work with and the richest country in the world can not let its people life in such dire circumstances. Postmodernity is no excuse to no longer try anything. Dreaming of something perfect, a utopia, is unrealistic and perhaps even dangerous. But with a realistic interpretation problems can still be solved. Vergara is not an artist and scholar who tries to hide his opinions. He sees it as a morale imperative to do something just as his example Jacob Riis did. One of Vergara’s books is called How the Other Half Worships which reminds the reader of Riis’ famous book How the Other Half Lives (1890). Both are excellent examples of why scholars should not lose touch with the public debate.
The final essay is about James Fenimore Cooper’s (1789-1851) The Last of the Mohicans and the view on history it contains. He sees history as an eschatological process that is unstoppable; human beings cannot influence the course of history. This makes the book an excellent representation of the time in which it was written. Contemporary political ideology is clearly present in the story. Influential Americans, like Thomas Jefferson, saw a certain future for their new country. It was destined to take over the continent and create a thriving civilization. Because history was unstoppable there was no reason to feel guilty about removing the Native-Americans or revolting against England. Cooper tries to leave his readers with a clean conscience. He shows for example that Indians have a static culture and that the English have lost their character. In Cooper’s eyes there is nothing wrong with taking over from cultures like that. 
The book contains another subtext as well. A careful reading of The Last of the Mohicans shows that Cooper took his vision of history to its logical conclusion. America was destined to take over the continent but someday it would decline and fall as well. It would not be the new and final empire the world would know. The country was not going to bring history to an end. This concern was also present in Cooper’s America. In the years after the revolutionary war there was a lot of concern about where the country was going. There were bitter political disputes and a decline of morals. Drinking was on the rise for example and more babies were born out of wedlock. There was a fear that this experiment in democracy was not going to last. This single book contains different discourses about America. This reflects the tensions that exist and the different stories that life next to each other. The can still be said of the US today. American Studies and its interdisciplinary approach help to tell these stories, so hopefully nobody will be forgotten.                       





A relevant text for American Studies.


In 1958, President Eisenhower was considering a unilateral ban on the testing of nuclear weapons, based on vague promises that the Soviet Union would do the same. Science fiction writer and former marine officer Robert A. Heinlein (1907-1988) was angry and in his fury he wrote Starship Troopers, finishing it in within a couple of weeks.​[14]​ The novel has often been dismissed as militaristic and fascist but I think this view is too limited, although there is a certain glorification of the military live.​[15]​ This essay will try to show that Starship Troopers is about more than right wing politics, it deals with topics that are current in American Studies. It is a text that can teach us something about American society. Heinlein himself called Science Fiction a ‘realistic speculation about possible future events based solidly upon adequate knowledge of the real world’.​[16]​ The story of a young recruit, who is transformed into an officer in the galactic Mobile Infantry, fighting a war against a nation of alien insects, tells us something about the America in which the book was written.

Juan Rico, the hero of the story, lives in a Terran Federation that unites the human race under one government. Rico is taught that in this system: “…we require each person who wishes to exert control over the state to wager his own life – and lose it, if need be…”​[17]​ The vote is only given to people who served the state in for instance the military. Many Americans were ready in 1959 to respond to a similar call, an invitation to active citizenship. Not just people on the right side of the political spectrum, also the ones that voted John F. Kennedy into the presidency the next year. In his Inaugural Address he called on his fellow Americans to: “ask not what your country can do for you – ask what you can do for your country”.​[18]​ The sentiments seem to be similar. The novel also calls for an elite all-volunteer army with a high esprit de corps, the US army at the time still was a conscripted army. The President who started the transition to such an elite army was Kennedy, who politically was on the left, under his leadership there was a large increase in the number of special forces. He for example created the Green Berets against the advice of his generals.​[19]​  
According to Campbell and Kean one of the weaknesses of traditional American Studies was its focus on white Anglo-Saxon males. Realizing this discrepancy led to the recognition that the US was not so exceptional, not the “city upon a hill” were all nationalities and other differences were melted peacefully together in a heterogeneous whole.​[20]​ Heinlein had a broader perspective, his hero is not white, he is a Filipino with a mother from Buenos Aires, who does not even speak English at home. He does his training with martial-arts experts from Japan, Germans with dueling scars, a characteristic American Southerner and colonials from Earth’s galactic colonies.​[21]​ There are not just males in the service, a female friend is accepted as an officer before Rico and we also meet a female starship captain. The people in the Terran federation appear to be united but they did not lose their distinctive identities. Male and female are equal and have fluid personalities with ghost values as a part of their identity, values that are not shared by all the people in the Terran Federation but unique values that partly determine who they are.   
In another aspect the book does fit within traditional American Studies, it contains a frontier myth. It is a coming-of-age novel about a youth who becomes an adult by his experiences on the frontier of space. Rico starts without any experience, they dump him in the Rocky Mountains and force him to walk back forty miles through rugged terrain. In the end he is a lieutenant with his own combat command, he even leads his own father into battle. The frontier makes him into a man. The difference with the traditional myth is that the frontier in Starship Troopers is not inhabited by weak Native-Americans who need civilizing, but by an alien race that threatens to annihilate humanity. Conquering the frontier becomes a necessity this way, not senseless destruction for economic gain. Richard Slotkin called the frontier in his book Gunfighter Nation the central myth of American culture. A lot of American science fiction novels contain a frontier element, were revolvers have been substituted for portable atomic weapons.​[22]​ Even though this myth has often been dismissed after the decline of the myth and symbol school, an understanding of the frontier is important when studying Starship Troopers. Its influence still exists, science fiction writers just gave it a twist, making a traditional story more morally acceptable.     

This essay is much too short for a complete discussion of the novel. A lot more can be said about it, but I wanted to make clear that it is richer than just praise for the military and a strong government. Heinlein wrote the story in 1959 and captured the political sentiment of that time in his book. It was also a protest, a way to empower himself against a government policy het did not agree with. The text is also interesting because it deals with topics that are important in American Studies. It tells us something about current and former paradigms in the field like race, gender and the frontier. The book shows that science fiction should not be dismissed as mere entertainment but treated like a valuable cultural text that can improve our understanding of America. Post structuralism taught us that the meaning of a text is often not clear at first sight, some would even argue that getting a meaning out of a text is impossible. After deconstructing a text you can interpret it in different ways, Starship Troopers is no exception.        
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Forgiveness for Uncle Tom
Issues of blackness in Octavia Butler’s Kindred

Introduction
In Octavia Butler’s novel Kindred (1979), main character Dana is transported to the past to be confronted with her family history. In the first pages the reader learns that this time traveling will result in her losing an arm. It gets fused into the wall during a time shift, which I think is a metaphor for the strong relationship between the past and the present. When studying American diversity it is not enough to just look at the present. Issues in diversity are rooted in American history and looking at for example slavery is an instrument to study issues of blackness in modern America. The goal of this paper will to show were these issues can be found in Kindred and what Butler has to say about it. She reacts to black scholars in the 1960s and 70s who were ashamed of how a lot blacks behaved during slavery. They did not always resist but seemed to accept their position. But these scholars can not dismiss a part of the past just as the rest of the United States cannot do that.
Using a science fiction novel to delve into American history might be strange but Kindred certainly is “science fiction-light”. Time travel is there, but Butler is not concerned with the details of it. The book reads more like a historical novel. Memory and searching for a way to define oneself and your place in history are much more important topics.​[23]​ Butler herself has said that she does not like that this book is being labeled with the genre science fiction. It is a marketing strategy that results in certain people not reading her books and she tries to resist this.​[24]​ The problem with science fiction is that for a long time it has been nearly all male and all white. Butler characters are confronted with a world filled with sexual and racial obstacles; they have to fight for a place in it. Since the 1970s Butler has been an interesting new voice in the genre.​[25]​ Kindred shows that science fiction can be about more than white males and this makes it an excellent object of study for American Studies.   

A White Male
Dana is married to fellow writer Kevin; he is older than her and white. Issues of race are discussed through their relationship. During one of Dana’s journeys into the past Kevin joins her and as a result is stuck in the past for several years. When they both return to 1976 they are supposed to live in a world free of racial prejudice. Kevin does not care that he is married to a black woman and his last name Franklin reminds the reader of an enlightened person. But hearing him talk with the southern accent he picked up during his seven year stay in the past reminds Dana of the slaveholders she was forced to work under in that time. His behavior is also familiar. “The expression on his face was like something I’d seen. Something I was used to seeing on Tom Weylin. Something closed and ugly”.​[26]​ Tom Weylin was a slaveholder Dana had to work for. The color of Kevin’s skin aligns him with an oppressive part of society. This makes their relationship troubling just as both their families predicted when they decided to get married. A mixed marriage is still an issue in the twentieth century. Dana’s travels to the past teach her that.​[27]​ 
Another connection between Kevin and oppression is made when Dana is almost raped during one of her journeys to the past. She defends herself and the attacker collapses on top of her. When she reawakens, she finds herself in the present in the same position but now with Kevin on top of her. She confuses him with an oppressor and also attacks him. There is a suggestion here that interracial marriage can be a form of cattle slavery. The reader also sees this when Kevin tries to force Dana to type his manuscripts and does not know his way around the kitchen suggesting that Dana does most of the work there. It is sometimes like he expects Dana to work for him. These are of course also issues of gender but the book continually shows that the contemporary world has trouble with their marriage because of their different races and that Dana is not always completely happy within it. “One of the women from the agency told me with typical slave-market candor that he and I were “the weirdest-looking couple” she had ever seen”.​[28]​ The quote connects their relationship with a slave-market which is a reminder of contemporary racism and that marriage can be a form of enslavement.​[29]​ 
One of Kevin’s fears during the trips Dana makes to the past is that Rufus, son of the slaveholder on the plantation where she is send to, will rape her. They fight about it and he shows a lack of understanding. He tells her that he would forgive her for being raped but Dana does not believe that forgiveness is necessary in this case. With anger she asks, “you mean you could forgive me for having been raped?”​[30]​ As a female slave she has no control over her body and the master can do with it as he wants. Kevin admits that he needs to know if she has been raped and wants her to kill him if he tries. A crime committed against Dana’s body is for Kevin also a crime committed against him and his ‘property’. Even after being in the past and seeing slavery firsthand, he still thinks like this. Dana is his sexual property; because they are married he should be the only one who has access to her body and her sexuality.​[31]​ Her race makes her vulnerable in the past and marriage with a white man in the present appears as a form of slavery. It is apparently still difficult to be a black woman even if she is married with an intelligent man.


Uncle Tom and Mammy
Uncle Tom is probably the most famous slave in American literature. The Civil Rights Movement, that started to fight for a better position for blacks in the 1960s, did not like him. He was a part of the history of slavery they were not pride of. They preferred figures like Frederick Douglass who resisted their enslavement but not passive figures like Uncle Tom who accepted their position. Also mammy types who loyally served their master were hated. Butler gives her readers a more nuanced version of slavery. The idea to write Kindred was born when she heard a fellow student, inspired by the Black Power Movement, say that he hated the older generations. He would like to kill them, but did not do it because he would have to start with his own ancestors.​[32]​ In the novel Dana immediately recognizes and judges the mammy on the Weylin plantation when she first visits the past. But gradually she understands her position better. Motherhood complicates it for example and the threat of the sale of her children is an excellent method of control for the slaveholder. Dana uses the good relationship with her master to improve circumstances on the plantation. For this she is called a mammy, hated by some of the other slaves but the reader knows she does this to improve the conditions of the slaves a little and she even is capable of protesting injustices.​[33]​     
Dana does not just encounter suffering in the past. The slaves on the plantation are a community and a family and when she is transported to the past again she is almost glad to see her fellow slaves once more. “I was startled to catch myself saying wearily, ‘Home at last.’ ”​[34]​ A sense of home was a complicating aspect of being a slave. Resisting slavery, by running away for example, meant that whatever happened a slave would lose all of his or her relations. The slave would be alone in the north and if caught usually sold to another plantation. Dana realizes that home and families are dangerous because they make the horrors of slavery possible.​[35]​ Another reminder of the relationship between family and slavery is the fact that Dana is forced to live in the past and endure slavery because she has to ensure her ancestor is born. Master Rufus must father a child with his slave Alice to ensure Dana’s existence. It pains Dana to see their liaison and the suffering it causes for Alice but she cannot resist it and is even forced to talk Alice into a sexual relationship with her master.​[36]​ Resistance to slavery is complicated in the story; it shows that is was not just a simple choice between the right and the wrong thing. 
Dana goes from judging to understanding during her stay in antebellum Maryland. “She was the kind of woman who might have been held in contempt during the militant nineteen sixties. The house-nigger, the handkerchief-head, the female Uncle Tom”.​[37]​ In the end she sees why slaves accept their position. “They do it to keep the skins on their back and breath in their bodies. Well, they’re not the only ones who have to do things to stay alive”.​[38]​ The climax on the story comes when Rufus tries to rape Dana. She had always thought that this would be the point were she would accept slavery no longer. This was the point where she would resist him and kill him if necessary. She however comes close to also accepting this injustice, thinking it would be easy to forgive him again. This is her most direct confrontation with slavery and makes her realize it is not just an academic issue but that slavery is in her blood. Discovering her people’s and personal history shatters her pacifist feelings and makes her capable of killing. She does not just gain understanding but also realizes how the past influences her present. It is even capable of making her a murderer, something she never thought possible.​[39]​  

The importance of history
Butler shows that Dana can become a slave and that Kevin has something of a slaveholder in him. Blacks in the present days like to deny that they would have been submissive slaves and whites probably claim they would not have been slaveholders. This assumption is complicated by reading Kindred. America cannot escape from its racist history and a thorough study of the past is important. It influences the present in more ways than people would like to acknowledge.​[40]​ In the past Dana is forced to be a secretary, nurse and teacher for Rufus. The reader learns about her personal history in which her aunt and uncle desired her to be a secretary, a nurse or a teacher. In the black community these were and probably still are respected and prestigious white-collar occupations for black women. Following her dream of becoming a writer she is forced to work for a blue-collar temporary placement agency which she refers to as a slave market. When she refused to work for Rufus she was send to the land to do hard labor. These similarities between the present and the past bode the question if something really has changed for a black woman and if the United States has come over its racist past.​[41]​    
	I already talked about Dana losing her arm. Rufus grasps it when she returns to her own time. He is dying; making this the last time she will travel through time. This symbolic occurrence shows that the past still has an effect on the present. Dana has gained a better grasp on history but this does have consequences. She is psychically and psychologically mutilated for the rest of her life. Kevin now has a big scar on his forehead. The damage is less but he is also scared by the past. Apparently black and white Americans cannot escape from the wounds slavery has inflicted on their country. The book however also offers some sort of a solution. Dana and Kevin are still together when the story ends and they are happy to be reunited. They discover the past they travelled to really existed and make sure that way they are not crazy. They are sane “[a]and now that they boy is dead, we have some chance of staying that way”.​[42]​ Together they do not just gain a better understanding but it also brings them closer to each other. They both have crossed the color line and learned about another people’s history and perhaps this is a step towards ending race problems.​[43]​ 
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The reception of his novels in interbellum Europe.

Introduction 
The first Dutch review of Ernest Hemingway’s (1899-1961) book The Sun Also Rises (sometimes called Fiesta) appeared in 1927 in the newspaper NRC. It was not received favorably as the following summary of the review will show: 

“[A.G. van Kranendonk]​[48]​ calls it a rambling book without much structure, written in a harsh, arid and staccato-like style. He dismisses the events in the novel as casual love affairs and drinking bouts, desperate attempts to fill the poverty and emptiness of the characters’ lives. The reviewer notes the accuracy of Hemingway’s dialogues but finds them trivial. Lady Ashley rejects, he thinks, Jake’s love because she knows she cannot be faithful, and Jake is then generous enough to take up the role of a procurer. If Hemingway wanted to make the reader share the boredom from which these Americans suffer, he has been quite successful. It takes, Van Kranendonk concludes, an act of the will to finish this noisy, superficial and “bumpy” tale of endless sex, dance and drinking parties”​[49]​ 

This review appears to support the view that Europeans did not take American high culture, in this case literature, seriously. That is the vision we got when reading the introductory literature to this course.
	Richard Pells writes that Europeans in the 1920s had the feeling that American culture was shallow, derivative, second rate, lacking in social texture and intellectual complexity. That feeling did not subside, no matter how many Hawthornes, Melvilles, Twains or Faulkners the country produced. ​[50]​ This view was dominant in interbellum Europe. Rob Kroes and Robert Rydell confirm it, they say the US was thought of as being devoid of real culture. It was a society where: “matter rules and the spirit is doomed to superficiality”.​[51]​ American mass culture was everywhere in Europe but its inhabitants still had the feeling that in high culture they were superior. The negative review of Hemingway’s novel seems to confirm this, but the conclusion of the book from which the review is quoted, dealing with the critical reception of Hemingway in Holland, has a different conclusion. Dutch criticism, starting in the 1920s, recognized Hemingway as an important writer, his weaknesses did not go unnoticed but reviewers often thought he made up for that with for example the importance of his subject matter. The verdict on his interbellum writings is mildly positive even though his real fame only came after the Second World War. But even a mildly positive view does not fit with the picture described in the introductory literature.​[52]​ 
A recent article by Hans Bak in the book that was published to celebrate 400 years of Dutch-American relations also has a different vision, he writes that between 1925 and 1940 there was a mounting recognition in the Netherlands that American writers were producing good and meaningful literature. Although he also mentions that reviewers often had serious doubts about the quality of Hemingway’s books, contemporary American novels were read and appreciated. There was much less interest in drama and poetry. Perry Miller, a visiting American professor at the time, teaching at the university of Leiden, observed that: “The novel is, on levels that really count, a more vital factor in Europe’s image of America than the moving picture.”​[53]​ Movies were part of the shallow American mass culture that Europeans did not like but American novels were apparently read and appreciated. So it is probably in the reception of Hemingway’s novels that a different picture can be found. That is why the focus of this paper will be on his novels and not his other works.    
So the question is if the traditional negative picture is right when one looks at the critical reception of the works by Hemingway. The goal of my research will be to give an overview of the reception of his novels in interbellum Europe. I will discuss reviews in newspapers and magazines to see what critics thought about him, there are several volumes that document the reception of Hemingway. Complete reviews or summaries of it are published in these books. Secondary literature about the reception of Hemingway will also be used. A good deal of the primary material is from Dutch sources but I will also research his reception in other European countries so I can get a complete picture of his reputation. It may be that he only got positive reviews in Holland and that the rest of Europe conforms to the traditional European opinion of American literature. But maybe that view is wrong and American literature, or at least Hemingway’s, was taken more seriously than we think. 
Hemingway is an excellent topic to research this. He was a member of the “Lost Generation” which produced a lot of excellent writers and he was awarded the Nobel Prize in literature in 1954. In this day and age he clearly stands out as an excellent author. He could not have been simply dismissed by Europeans because he just was a bad writer. My research will confirm or deny a common view given in some of the standard works about American cultural influence we had to read for this course. These books do not have a lot of room for discussing high culture so some nuances could have been left out. It is possible that the introductory literature contains statements about the reception of American high culture in Europe that are too broad and generalizing, views that are partly not true. The paper will start with a short introduction on Hemingway and his interbellum novels. After that the reception of these books will be discussed, in all these chapters I will first look at the Netherlands and after that to the rest of Europe.  
Ernest Hemingway
Ernest Miller Hemingway was born in 1899 in a suburb of Chicago. Before he became a writer he worked as a police reporter and war correspondent for several newspapers and served as an ambulance driver on the Italian Front during the First World War. In all these jobs he witnessed a lot of suffering and violence, in 1918 he was wounded in the legs when he was hit by shrapnel and machinegun-fire and went through a long recovery. In 1923, after seeing the rise of fascism in Italy and the atrocities of the Greco-Turkish War, he settled in Paris and began a career as a writer. At first he was impoverished but with help from other American writers in Paris he was able to support himself. He became increasingly respected and recognized as a talented writer by his fellow members of the Lost Generation and the American public. His star also grew because of his good looks and his flamboyant lifestyle. He tested his manhood with the bulls in Pamplona and glorified macho behavior. This image attracted a lot of readers in the US and his major novels became immense financial and popular successes. Selling the movie rights made him a millionaire. His first novel The Sun Also Rises established his reputation and sold out quickly, it was reprinted six times during the first year alone.​[54]​ 
His first novel is as story about the postwar generation living in Paris and the San Fermin festival in Pamplona. It contains a lot of autobiographical elements and enthusiastic observations about bull fighting. It is also the story of a war veteran who can not consummate his relationship because of severe wounds he suffered on the front. We learn about the desires and fears of other characters as well, usually during parties with a lot of drinking. His next novel, A Farewell to Arms, was published in 1929. Again an autobiographical novel based on his war experiences. We see how the main character is wounded, is forced to retreat after an enemy offensive and falls in love with a nurse. They flee to Switzerland and lead a quiet life until she dies during childbirth. The last novel he wrote during the interbellum period was To Have and Have Not (1937) about a sailor who smuggles contraband from Florida to Cuba. It is his only novel that plays in the US, it contains a lot of social commentary on the condition of his country during the Great Depression. The main character, who is a good man, is forced to commit crimes in order to feed his family. This is often not considered his best work, he was eager to go to Spain where the Civil War had broken out. It appears he rushed to finish it, integrating previously published pieces into the novel.​[55]​ Hemingway also wrote short-story collections, poetry, two nonfiction works and a play during the interbellum period but this essay will focus on his novels.
In 1928 Hemingway moved back to the US, living in Key West with the family of his second wife. He returned to Europe to report on the Spanish Civil War and got involved with the Republican side. The experiences of this war were used to write his famous novel For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940). When this book came out the Second World War had already started so I will not be taking it in account in this paper. After the civil war he mostly lived in Cuba although he often travelled to Africa en was in Europe to cover the allied invasion in 1944. He was often sick in his later years, lost a lot of friends and got into a few accidents. He grew increasingly depressed and some of his work from these years was not well received. But he still had some writing left in him, before he committed suicide in 1961 the Old Man and the Sea would win him the Pulitzer Prize and the Nobel Prize for Literature. Since the Second World War he has had a good reputation in the US and in Europe, most critics admire his writing techniques, heroism and emotional intensity. Only a minority is negative but now we will turn to his pre-war European reputation.​[56]​ 


The Sun Also Rises 
By researching the reception of Hemingway’s first novel we will be able to see how his reputation was at the beginning of his writing career. We already saw the first Dutch review of The Sun Also Rises in the introduction, there would only be two others published. Both appeared in Den Gulden Winckel, a literary magazine that wanted to establish a direct contact between the critic and the reader. The first reviewer, writing in 1929, does not like the story and the characters. He finds the lives of the Americans living in France desolate and empty. They are Bohemians with checkbooks and there is always money to protect hem against the ultimate horrors of life, for instance starvation. Their desperate attitudes are unconvincing but he praises Hemingway’s skill in bringing the helpless longing of his characters alive. The search for happiness and there melancholy makes the reader wish to join them for a dry Martini, because what else is there to do? His review is on the whole mostly favorable. The next reviewer however does not share this opinion, he begins by pointing out Hemingway’s shallow stance on the value of life. It leads to the suggestion that life is worth living but only as a visit and a game, this is shown in his love for boxing and bullfighting. A better writer could have made a more beautiful book about the kind of people he is depicting in the novel. They should have discussed life and their problems after working a day in the office, not during endless cocktails and dances. The dialogues are trivial and the characters are unconvincing. The reviewer does not understand for example why Lady Ashley, a character in the book, should have so much charm that all her lovers are willing to tolerate her whims.​[57]​   
	English criticism was divided, they admire his subtlety and sensibility but there is uneasiness at his preoccupation with alcohol, sex and violence. This had led many people to recoil from reading Fiesta (The Sun Also Rises was published under this title in England). It also led to a negative article by the British novelist Wyndham Lewis on Hemingway. This is one of the few general articles, not a review, to appear about Hemingway in Europe in the Interbellum period. As a result it was often used by subsequent critics, its influence was great, so great Hemingway felt a need to attack Lewis in his post-war book A Moveable Feast. Lewis’ opinion reminds us of the European critique on American culture that was described in the introduction: “Hemingway comes from a pretty thoroughly ‘levelled’ nation, where personality is the thing least liked.”​[58]​ He expresses Hemingway lack of sophistication most clearly when he calls him a savage: “Another way of looking at it would be to say that Ernest Hemingway is the Noble Savage of Rousseau, but a white version, the simple American man. That is at all events the role that he has chosen.”​[59]​  
	Lewis however also notices that the reputation of Hemingway in England is growing. He dismisses his art as purely an art of action but he does it well. Fiesta received a few favorable reviews. In one he is called a good story teller and compared with the French writer Guy de Maupassant. The technique of his writing is praised, his dialogue is natural and his observation is exact. But not one review is exclusively positive and most dismiss the novel with words like crude and meaningless. The Times Literary Supplement calls it a tedious and unsuccessful experiment, hardly worth putting it into a novel. ​[60]​ Virginia Woolf, one of the most important modern literary figures, also compares him with Maupassant but in a negative way. In his art there is nothing that is really new and novel, if he is advanced than it is not in a way that she finds interesting. She places the word advanced between quotation marks. There is something fake which gives her an unpleasant feeling. The characters are flat as cardboard and do not come too life, they never speak more than two lines. Her only praise is his ability to write openly and frankly about the people living in Paris. Immoralities and moralities are spoken of as in life and she finds this openness admirable.​[61]​  
	The Sun Also Rises was received much more favorably in France, it immediately launched his career and he became recognized as a good writer. Not just the cultural elite and academics but also the general public took an interest in him. He even was discussed in magazines for the general reader like the Review Européenne and reviewed in big daily newspapers like Le Figaro. Full page advertisements were used to sale his novel and his collections of short stories were also popular. It must be noticed however that some readers, especially woman, did not like him because his macho ‘though guy’ attitude but other praised him, among other things for his accurate description of life in Paris.​[62]​ A reviewer writes about him: “It was very good indeed. Not on account of the plot, which was practically non-existent. …But any plot will do when a novelist knows how to create live human beings and Hemingway’s characters are alive. They do not talk about there souls, they do not unravel there feelings. No, they merely order drinks and dinners, swear, have a good time, and yet you know them as well you do Odette, Swann or Charlus, or Lengrandin…. This young American’s technique seemed both perfect and mysterious.”​[63]​ He notices, like his colleagues in other countries, the shallowness of the characters as well but does not seem to mind.
	In Germany he received mixed reviews, he was liked by avant garde critics who recognized a kinship between Hemingway and their generation. He had a small but interested reading public.​[64]​ They praised his stylistic innovations, the art of omission and his ability to capture the intensity of the moment. The Frankfurter Zeitung even saw an influence on young German writers: “No doubt, the young European authors want to write like Hemingway because the simple suggestiveness of his style is too contagious.”​[65]​ It is interesting that he was praised not as an American but as an individual artist. These Germans thought individual values were being threatened in the US and Hemingway was considered a rebel against this typically American process. This way he seemed more like a European to them. The novel however was appreciated much less by bourgeois, conservative and religious critics. The various nationalistic movements believed that the war had been lost because of lack of focus on national themes in literature. This did not help American literature trying to find a market in Germany. There critique was mostly focused on the useless and amoral lives of the characters, they concluded that a translation was unjustifiable.​[66]​  
	The first country were The Sun Also Rises was translated in the native language was Norway were it became very popular. It was the first yellow volume to appear in Norway’s celebrated “Yellow Series”, a very popular series that brought more than 100 contemporary foreign novels to Norwegian readers. Its popularity is also attributed to the great depression which hit Norway very hard. An entire generation became disillusioned by the political system and the quality of life, it brought a mood of despair, so they identified with the despair of the characters Hemingway described.​[67]​ There was little critique on the lack of moral in the book but there were some comments on the insignificance and the fact that it just dealt with the surface of things. But even the critics who did not like the novel were impressed by the novel techniques that Hemingway used. They praised the simplicity in style and the economy of words and that it still managed to give a deeper message. One of them commented on American literature in general: “the young novel in the States is the freshest and most original in the world, a source of renewal and an example for imitation in Europe.”​[68]​ The popularity of American literature can possible also be explained by the immense emigration of Norwegians to the US and its worldwide shipping interests.​[69]​ The reception of The Sun Also Rises was far less favorable in neighboring Sweden. This is not strange considering the mixed reception we saw in this chapter although the negative critique was probably a little stronger. 

A Farewell to Arms
The reception of A Farewell to Arms will tell us more about the growing reputation of Hemingway in Europe. The novel was reviewed five times in the Netherland which is more than the last one and its reception was on the whole favorable. Only five reviews may still appear as a limited number but Hemingway was far ahead in critical interest compared with other American writers. Authors like Upton Sinclair and Sinclair Lewis, who also received a lot of attention in interbellum Holland, have lower numbers of reviews and articles to their names. Hemingway got a good share of attention.​[70]​ The most positive review appeared in NRC, a liberal newspaper, the reviewer calls it a great book. Something beautiful like this is only encountered rarely, such a wondrous, wise and cosmic-tragic book. The next reviewer agrees with this, the literary values are clear. The lively style, the splendid evocation of the locale and the descriptions of war make it an excellent book. He condemns however the emphasis on the sexual in what he calls a sentimental love story, this he finds degrading so he is forced to dismiss the novel on moral grounds. 
	But A. den Doolaard, a Dutch novelist and journalist, considers the love story the best part of the novel. It is written in irrational tone of childish joy which counteracts the hopeless pessimism of the book. By denying heroism and its humor and parody of the war, it distinguishes itself from other war novels. The physicality is functional and necessary to give an honest view of the misery of war. In Den Gulden Winckel the books is credited for its sober honesty. The reviewer does not seem to like war novels at all so he is often negative, he does however confirm the popularity of the book. The last piece was written in a catholic journal, the reviewer recommends the novel but with severe moral restrictions. He believes the love story is dominating the story too much which he finds a shame. But he likes what Hemingway has to say about war: “there is heroism and chivalry in the novel, but they are not fit to be celebrated in song; though they are not of this age and society, they do exist, and it is one of Hemingway’s merits to have shown that they have been upheld by a small circle of people who live amidst hypocrisy and slogans which have turned society into a hilarious, though often frightening, comedy.”​[71]​ It appears there is at least one European who finds an American writer capable of some intellectual complexity. 
	England had in 1929 a ready market for war novels, there was an ever expanding demand for it. A Farewell to Arms was received favorable and within two weeks was the bestseller of the week (together with Robert Graves’s Goodbye to All That). It was the first novel about the Italian front which made sure it had an immediate public. Reviewers appreciated his harsh and realistic depiction of the war, good antidotes for people who still dreamed of glory and glamour. The Times called Hemingway a very powerful talent and the novel: “stands out as something entirely original with the grim dryness of its humor, the sensual realism of its episodes and the unrelieved pessimism of its view of life.”​[72]​ In the Evening Standard the scene were the main characters baby is still-born is compared with Tolstoy’s writing: “I have read nothing in that line so graphic, so beautiful, so harrowing. It need not fear comparison with the coming in the world of Anna Karenina’s child.”​[73]​ There was little concern about the morality of the book, most reviewers focused on the war part and not the love story and the ones that did were often positive about that too. The harsh ending seemed to fit the book. What is most striking however is that a lot of focus was on the fact that Hemingway was an American. His pessimism and his staccato style were distinctly so and het was considered a novelist who English readers and writers could enjoy but should not see as an example. What also must be added is that in the late 1930 his reputation in England suffered because among other things a lack of political commitment in his writing, the reissue of the book got negative reviews, it was already called a relic.​[74]​  
	Hemingway’s first novel and subsequent other books had been received favorably in France and A Farewell to Arms was no exception. His status is not just seen in positive reviews but also by the fact he was now published by Gallimard, the most influential publisher in France at the time. He got a distinguished translator and the book was prefaced by Drieu La Rochelle, an upcoming young writer who had been wounded at the front and was seen as the spokesmen for his generation. He also compares Hemingway with Maupassant, from a Frenchman that was a greater compliment than from English critics. There is a lot of pessimism in his work but La Rochelle thinks Hemingway, with his experiences, has the prerogative to speak about this.​[75]​ But also in France he could not escape his American nationality. The US was seen as an industrial civilization and he was praised for revolting against this. His sexual realism, the revolt against puritanism was popular with French readers but they pointed out this had already been done with more boldness by European writers like James Joyce. They loved his writing style but by comparing him with Maupassant French critics also said that he used methods that had been originally develop by their own writers. He was seen as a European masquerading in American dress​[76]​.  
	In German we again see the same division in his critical reception, especially Catholic reviewers did not like his latest novel. According to them he was a nihilist and times were too grave to be concerned with Hemingway’s drunk and shady characters. He should have made room for a discussion of religion. The ones who liked his previous novel were more positive than after the publication of The Sun Also Rises. This time he was helped by the widespread pacifism in Germany as a result of the war, an anti-war message was welcome in certain circles. They also liked that he challenged his reader, the art of omission meant that they had to bring something to the story themselves. Klaus Mann praised his writing technique and wondered why this had never been done before. He considers the feeling of Angst that Hemingway describes has something in common with a similar feeling in the works of Kafka. Especially the end of the novel was liked by Mann, no other writer could write something like it. Another critic encourages people to read Hemingway but is afraid his popularity will lead to American writer of lesser stature being read as well. He was seen as the best of what America had to offer but only a small part of American culture was appreciated in Germany. Mann credits him with the cunning of a European which in combination with American freshness leads to good literature.​[77]​ The Germans also had to give him some European characteristics. 
	Hemingway was already popular in Norway and A Farewell to Arms made an overwhelming impression. Some of the critics who had not praised him for his last novel now joined the growing circle of his admirers. A few comments about his superficiality could not prevent him from being accepted as an excellent author. Positive articles were written about him in 1932 for two large Norwegian encyclopedias. In English, French and German works of reference it would take a lot more time for him to find a place.​[78]​ In Sweden The Sun Also Rises had been dismissed by influential critics who had morality issues with the book. But his next novel was much better received and paved the way for an eventual Nobel Prize.​[79]​ But also in this country his American nationality was an issue. He was the most European of the new generation of American writers. There was a discussion about the question if his style was French or American. His characters were seen as Europeanized and belonging to an international crowd that was at home everywhere. This reminds us of discussions in other countries. It can not be denied that A Farewell to Arms was popular in Europe. An American writer was appreciated so much by Europeans that it was necessary to assess the novel within a European cultural tradition. A good book by a writer from the US could, according to the critics, not be very American.  

To Have and Have Not 
Europe had to wait eight years for the publication of Hemingway’s next novel. He had made a name for himself but could he sustain it? To Have and Have Not had a story that brought the readers to Florida and Cuba so it would not have a ready made audience as was the case with his war novel. It only got reviewed twice in the Netherlands and both pieces were not very positive. The first one in the NRC calls it an old fairy tale in an unconvincing form. Hemingway has not advanced in the previous eight years, his writing has gotten worse: “His view of the world and man have narrowed to such a degree that he no longer can bear any form of complexity. He only loves the simple, tough and solitary fighting men, and whether they murder or steal like Henry Morgan is hardly relevant: society is to blame.”​[80]​ The reviewer still likes the fast and simple style but was disappointed to see that Hemingway has gone too far in this. There was no more life and no more complexity left in the story, it has gotten monotonous. He is disappointed by this and hopes Hemingway will return renewed from the Spanish Civil War and write a better book. 
The other review was done by a catholic novelist and he started by warning his readers that it is a dangerous book and should be treated with circumspection. Pornographic is to big a word for it but some of the descriptions are too repulsive and unnecessary from an artistic point of view, they do not support the story. He is ambivalent about the story itself, the description of people is occasionally masterful but the contrast that Hemingway tries to create between the rich and the poor is false and exaggerated. It reminds the reviewer of writers with less talent like John Dos Passos and Ehrenburg for example. The sentiment behind this, Hemingway’s search for justice, he finds commendable. He also likes the female characters in this story and in Hemingway’s work in general. The may be too sensual for his taste and their behavior is not exemplary but they are honest and naturally inclined to marriage. The characters, male and female, possess a naturalness, although they are also overly pessimistic, that has become rare in what the reviewer sees as an over-civilized world.​[81]​  
In England his reputation had already suffered and To Have and Have Not would not save it. His social commitment was not taken seriously, there was an obviousness and an immaturity to it, he was seen as a phony. The simplicity of his style was now dismissed, he could only write about a world of sensation and not about more serious issues. The late 1930s required a writer who placed political awareness above courage and adventure. He was compared with Kipling, a writer that knew just like Hemingway the technicalities of every trade except the technicalities of being a good writer. They dismissed his writing as trivial.​[82]​ Wyndham Lewis had called him a dumb ox in the article mentioned above and that qualification was now quoted in a lot of reviews, he was just too superficial. But also in England there were people who still had some hope for him: “It is the fashion to say that Hemingway is finished … But I do not think he is. These three stories are not very new, but they show an admirable handling of the material, within its limitations. But Hemingway has been in Spain for some time now and he is obviously the person who can write the great book about the Spanish war.”​[83]​ English writers were also there, fighting in the war, so it means something that he thinks an American can write this book.   
Hemingway’s reputation had been very strong in France but also here the negative critics got the upper hand after a while. When To Have and Have Not came out he had already lost a lot of his popularity. Even the former translator of his books turned against him and wrote a damaging review: “He has just proved beyond doubt that his conception of society in general and of the individual in particular is that of a twelve-year-old schoolboy who pretends he is a man and worships such heroes as d’Artagnan, Buffalo Bill or Jack Dempsey.”​[84]​ It appears that his simple style and macho topics also cost him his French public. In popular magazines his novel was dismissed and Hemingway himself was said to be nothing but a weakling and a coward. There had been a blaze of enthusiasm for Hemingway between 1928 and 1932, which was gone as soon as it appeared. Not writing about Paris and the war could also have been responsible for this but most reviewers attacked him on his shallowness and they had no hope that Hemingway would redeem himself. The critique suddenly was as fiercely negative as the praise has been. 
Only in French academic circles was he still appreciated, they connected Hemingway’s man of adventure with a sense of human significance. Another exception was Jean-Paul Sartre who once said that the discovery of American novelists was the biggest literary development in France between 1929 and 1939. He thought that Hemingway’s writing technique was a good way to express life in the Machine age, both Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir admitted that their novels were inspired by Hemingway. Traditional French techniques could no longer mirror this strange new era, something new was necessary. He also responded to the sense of loss and alienation he admired in Hemingway’s novels. Sartre works can be seen as a way to overcome a sense of alienation and coming to grips with the implications of death and the absurd described by Hemingway.​[85]​ Most of these reflections would be done after the Second World War but already before that one the greatest minds of the period was reflecting on Hemingway’s writing and was inspired by it.       
The critical reception of Hemingway was cut short in Germany when the Nazis took over the government in 1933. His name was placed on the Reichsschrifttumsstelle, a black list of authors that could not be published. American authors were not forbidden as a group but the authorities did not like modern writers. They did like authors who were critical toward countries that were potential enemies of the Nazi’s but To Have and Have Not was not published. This was probably so because Rowohlt, Hemingway’s publisher in Germany, had been closed down. German editions of Hemingway were for the time being only published by the Fischer Verlag which had emigrated to Sweden. Germany was not the only country were a fascist/right-wing dictatorship prevented Hemingway from being published and this might be an appropriate place to take a short look a these countries. In Italy only a very limited discussion of Hemingway was possible. The official view of the nationalistic government was that Hemingway represented a phase in literature that Italy had gone through centuries ago. The did not appreciate his simple style and his name became a complete taboo after he criticized Mussolini’s campaign in Abyssinia.​[86]​     
In Portugal a dictatorship was established in 1926, the same year as Hemingway’s first novel was published. His hatred of fascism appealed to all those in Portugal who fought against their version of fascism but they had to rely on Brazilian translations to read him. He was only available in limited underground circuits.​[87]​ The same was the case in Italy after Hemingway was forbidden but this did not limit his growing reputation. French magazines and translations were widely available and he was not just well known but also imitated by Italian writers. Especially A Farewell to Arms was notorious because it gave a different picture of the fighting on the Italian front in the war. Even before the fall of Mussolini their appeared novels that were clearly inspired by American authors including Hemingway.​[88]​ In Spain, a country about which he had written so much, he was hardly available not even in underground circuits. The only translation was done in 1937, not in Spanish but in Catalan by a publisher in Republican Spain. He was only discussed by critics in exile who focused on the question if Hemingway described Spain correctly. During his frequent travels to Spain he had made contact with some of the cultural elite, they were the only ones familiar with him, which helped when restriction on his writing were lifted in 1953.​[89]​    




Conclusion    
The goal of this paper was to take a look at the reception of Hemingway’s novels in interbellum Europe and see if it was true that Europeans did not take American culture seriously. Was it dismissed as inferior and undesirable or did it enjoy a growing reputation, perhaps just some parts of it were appreciated. In the case of Hemingway it is difficult to give a clear answer to this. The reception described above was mixed although A Farewell to Arms was reviewed mostly positive throughout Europe when it came out. Dutch criticisms found meaningful elements in his writing from the beginning, his failing were addressed as well but still it is clear that is was not all bad. He established a positive reputation in various European countries, one that did not last, but a reputation none the less. In not one country was he appreciated by everybody but in certain groups he was famous, think of the difference between the conservative and avant garde circles in Germany for example. In the late 1930s, after the publication of To Have and Have Not, his reputation clearly suffered including appreciation for his biggest success A Farewell to Arms. He was criticized by former admirers but some of the critics also hoped it was a temporary setback. The amount of praise he received varied from country to country. The reasons for this are not directly the subject of this paper but it appears that simple things like his publisher and translator could have been important as seen in France and Norway. Also writing about the Great War seemed to have ensured an audience. The political situations in a country was also decisive, it is difficult to reach a general conclusion about his reception in Europe as a whole.   
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The Known World and the history of enslavement
Final Research Paper for Literature of Enslavement


In Edward P. Jones’ novel, The Known World (2003), the reader is introduced to several fictional historians who wrote about Manchester County, the fictional county in which the novel takes place. Jones introduces a historian from the University of Virginia who wrote a book in 1979 that talks about the years sheriff Skiffington was in office. Few slaves escaped under his watch and he was a Godsend for the county. But this historian was especially drawn to the strange things that happened: “In 1851, she noted, for example, a man of two slaves at the eastern end of Manchester had five chickens born on the same day with two heads. Two of the chickens were even said to do a kind of dance when the harmonica was played” (Jones 44). The novel seems to ridicule historians in this passage; they have just as much attention for slavery as dancing chickens. The novel raises the question if historians can really be trusted to represent the past (Ryan 194-5).
History may not always be reliable, but it is also the only thing we have to look at the past. The Known World is skeptical about history, but because history is a necessary instrument, the novel has a critical engagement with several discourses that exist in the history of slavery (196). The goal of this paper will be to look at what the book exactly has to say about several of these historical theories. The Known World comments on the economic benefit of the institution of slavery, the personality of slaves, the position of non-slaveholding whites in the south, the existence of black slaveholders, and the question whether slavery is really representable. This is interesting to look at, because Jones said in his talks at the University that he was only concerned with writing a nice story (lecture 03-03). Somehow a vision of history was also built into the story. The book was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 2004 and will probably remain an important work in the literature of enslavement. This recognition warrants a closer look at the book and what it has to say about history. 

The first historical discourse I want to discuss in relationship with The Known World is about the economic benefits of slavery. An article appeared in an 1843 issue of the antislavery paper, The Emancipator, that discusses this issue. It argues that the unprofitability of slavery is one of the most demonstrable things in the subject of economy. The reason is that “[s]lavery takes from its victims all the inducements that stimulate the free laborer to industry and economy; and from the oppressor all motives to prudence and enterprise” (‘Free and Slave Labor’). The article goes on to prove this assertion with economic figures. The unprofitability of slavery was the dominating discourse in history until the publication of Time on the Cross. The Economics of American Negro Slavery (1974). This book claims that slave agriculture was 35% more efficient then farming with free laborers. Slaves also worked better in factories and mostly had happy lives, including normal family relations (Fogel and Engerman 5). 
This was a controversial conclusion, mostly because it undermined the notion that capitalism is a superior system. Saying that most slaves were happy is also problematic and the book has been repeatedly attacked for its conclusions. The Known World joins the attack and ridicules, for example, the sources that were used in Time on the Cross. Fogel and Engerman searched for new sources which “led them into the deepest recesses of the National Archives and of various state archives where, the original, handwritten schedules of information collected by the census takers of 1850 and 1860 were stored” (7). These documents supposedly contain valuable information and were the principal source for their book. They did not realize, however, how unreliable this information can be. The U.S. Marshall in the novel, who takes the census in 1860, is distracted the day he send his report to Washington because he argued with his wife. This ruins his calculations because he forgets to carry a one. The result is that the 1860 census is completely wrong about the number of slaves that live in Manchester County (Ryan 195).
The census in 1830 is not much better because it was “done by the alcoholic state delegate” (Jones 22). The tanner who is responsible for the 1840 census runs into trouble because people like Harvey Travis, who have an Indian or black wife, want their children to be counted as white, “though all the world knew his wife was a full-blooded Cherokee” (22). Another problem is free blacks who buy their family members. Augustus Townsend’s wife and son are technically his property, but they life as a normal family. The census taker “wrote in his report to the federal government in Washington, D.C., that they were slaves, the property of their father, which, in the eyes of the law, they truly were” (22). 
These observations in The Known World complicate the conclusions of Fogel and Engerman and attack the basis of books like Time on the Cross that are supposedly based on empirical evidence. The data they use appears unreliable and open to interpretation. Slaves could indeed have happy family lives but perhaps only because they were the property of their own family and not of a master. The Known World offers several more examples that illustrate that primary sources are often unreliable and not useful for historical research. That is why part of even a history book is necessarily imaginative, and objective empiricism in this discipline is impossible (Ryan 195). Historians will also never have complete access to all the sources of the past. Jones writes that “most of the judicial records of nineteenth-century Manchester County, were destroyed in a 1912 fire” (176). With problems like this it will never be possible to get a complete and objective picture of the past.                                      
It is far from clear in the novel if slaves really had a normal family life. When Moses walks home one night from the fields he observes the slave cabins: “Home and food and rest and what passed in many cabins for the life of family. He turned his head slightly to the right and made out what he thought was the sound of playing children, but when he turned his head back, he could hear far more clearly the last bird of the day as it evening-chirped in the small forest far off the left” (2). The only family life is “what passed” for it, which is not very positive. It appears as if most time is needed for “food” and “rest,” with little left for the rest. Children do play on the plantation, but a single bird chirping in a “forest far off the left” is much more audible. Children are supposed to make a lot of noise playing, but not on this plantation if a bird is louder. This could indicate that their play is not very lively. Family life does not appear to be completely normal and happy.

The Known World is also critical of the second discourse I want to discuss. Historian Stanley Elkins introduced the influential, but also much criticized, stereotype that most slaves were passive Sambo figures. They were contend with being slaves and saw their masters as father figures. Elkins quotes southern writers who observed “the bubbling gaiety of a plantation holiday or the perpetual good humor that seemed to mark the Negro character, the good humor of an everlasting childhood” (132). He makes a long comparison between prisoners in a concentration camp and slaves on a plantation. The experience of the middle passage was comparable to entering a camp. Both caused a psychological breakdown that reduced a person to a dependent and passive figure. Mechanisms were in place to reinforce this behavior, and in plantations, to assure that newborns were raised into Sambos. 
In the novel, there are slaves who are certainly not Sambo figures, for example the black slaveholder Henry Townsend. He is like a child to his former master, however, this relationship is not about making him weak, but about making him strong. William Robbins becomes Henry’s mentor in the practice of slaveholding. The book also emphasizes that there is nothing racial about Elkins’ thesis that slavery has reduced the black people to children. The only person in the story that is affected in such a way by slavery is a white woman (Ryan 197). “After the white woman’s husband had died, her slaves… had taken over and kept the woman prisoner for months, working her ragged with only a few hours rest each day until her hair turned white and her pores sweated blood… When Elizabeth was finally rescued, she did not remember that she was supposed to be the owner, and it was a long time before she could be taught that again” (Jones 11). There is a traumatic experience in this quote, but applying it to a white woman turns the Elkins thesis upside down. Also the fact that slaves take their mistress prisoner refutes the theory that slaves are happy in their position and are passive people unable to take any initiative.
The stereotype of the happy slave has been around for a long time. An 1860 newspaper is writes that slaves are commonly described as “a large, well-proportioned negro, rolling in fatness,- the happy father of half-n-dozen plum and roguish little negroes” (‘Embarrassments of Salvations in the South’). This article, written just after the John Brown raid, refutes this stereotype. Recent historians of slavery have, however, not dismissed stereotypes, just as long as the Sambo is not the only one being used. Elkins has not just been criticized, but has also been praised for introducing new modes of thought into the history of slavery (Lane 104). Historians now also talk about the Nat figure who was a rebellious slave. His obedience only hid his true feelings while he waited for a time to satisfy his thirst for freedom. Next to this there is the Jack figure who was not happy, but mostly accepted his situation. He did the minimum amount of work as long as he was well treated and was not above stealing something extra. If he was badly or unjustly treated, Jack would try to control his anger, but his patience was limited. He was certainly capable of resisting (Blassingame 224-5). 
I think a reader can find these different stereotypes in The Known World. For example in how slaves address their masters: “It was said by many a slave that a servant’s feeling about a master could be discerned on any given day by whether the slave called him ‘Master,’ ‘Marse,’ or ‘Massa.’ ‘Marse’ could sound like a curse if the right woman said it in just the right way” (Jones 59). This indicates that there are three different ways a slave could feel about his or her master. The stereotypes described above are all present in the book. The teacher Fern Ellison has a devoted slave called Zeus who stays with her even after emancipation. He could be considered a Sambo but there are also slaves that steal, just as there are rebellious slaves in the novel. After Elias is caught running away from the Townsend plantation “[h]is first hours in the stall were spend thinking how he could kill everyone around him, first everyone on the plantation, then everyone in the county, in Virginia” (85). Elias starts out as a Nat figure but after het marries a woman on the plantation he resigns himself to being a slave. He becomes more of a Jack. I think the story tells the reader these stereotypes can be a valid instruments for studying the history of slavery, but historians should realize a slave’s personality can change over time. How a slave addresses the master can change every day according to the quote above. It is dangerous to lock our thinking too much into certain stereotypes.
The novel emphasizes that it is difficult to know how slaves feel about their situation. This point is illustrated by Alice who appears to be crazy, but becomes an artist after she escapes from slavery. She was supposedly kicked in the head by a mule, which caused her mental problems. The reader also learns, however, that there were no mules on the plantation of her former master. Jones suggests she is faking it and when Moses sends his family away to escape with her, they still do not know what to make of her: “Alice? What is Alice, Moses? What is she? ... Who was this new woman, who was this Alice acting like this in the night” (296-7). I think the confusion about this character suggests the limit of stereotypes about slaves. Alice plays the crazy part for a long time until she gets the chance to escape. Getting into the slaves’ mind is apparently very difficult and the Elkins thesis certainly is too limited for a complete understanding of what slavery did to a slave. The issue is much more complicated than it appears at first sight. 

Another stereotype with which The Known World has a critical engagement is the common assumption that non-slaveholding whites were all racists who treated blacks very badly. An article in The Emancipator, however, writes that the “non-slave-holders of the South are being trained up by the influence of slavery, to be a worse scourge to the slave-holders than even their slaves” (‘Insurrection of Whites in Louisiana’). The system of slavery did not just cause lower class whites to elevate themselves by looking down on blacks; it also caused resentment directed against their richer neighbors. The poor were taxed to pay for the elaborate system that was needed to maintain the slave system. They were also forced to do patrol duty, which was unpleasant and dangerous, and very much resented. Rich people could afford to pay the fine for not doing one’s duty. What is even more remarkable is “how frequent were the occasions when the slaves had received aid from white people, generally in the lower economic groups” (Aptheker 373). A young white teacher named Hawes was arrested, for example, in 1841 in Augusta, Georgia for helping blacks plan a conspiracy to seize arms and burn down the city (334). Race relations in the south were much more complicated than they appear at first sight as I will discuss further below.
There are no white characters in The Known World who help slaves with a conspiracy, but the poor whites in the novel are certainly not all bigots who mistreat slaves. When the slave patrollers sell Augustus Townsend, there is one patrollers who protests against this injustice, even though it does not work. Afterwards Barnum cannot live with the guilt and confesses what has happened knowing this means he has to leave the state. He says about Augustus that “he was a free and clear man, and the law said so. Augustus never hurt me, never said bad to me. What Harvey done was wrong” (Jones 303). Barnum also saves Henry from a beating by the patrollers: “He hit Henry once and might have done more if Barnum Kinsey hadn’t stepped in to take Henry’s side” (169). The reader has already learned that Barnum is lower class, even though he got an old slave through he second marriage. Jones writes that he is a man “who was, in the eyes of that world, little more than a nigger”(76). This means he is very poor but he is certainly not the stereotypical white racist. There are characters like that in the book, but Barnum shows the stereotype is too limited and not always useful.          

The discourse of black slaveholders is obviously present in The Known World. The history of slavery started to look at this phenomenon in the 1970s. The novel is not very original in its discussion of black slaveholders; it neatly follows what was written about it in the history books (Ryan 199). Former slaves that became slaveholders often had a special relationship with their master. Johnson and Roark note about a former master that “[t]here is no indication that Ellison ever manumitted any other slave, while there is good evidence that something more than April’s craft, color, and talent made him special in the master’s eyes” (6). Henry Townsend and his master Robbins have a similar relationship: “As the days dwindled down to the time Henry’s parents would take him into freedom, Robbins was surprised to know that he would miss the boy” (Jones 112). Having the support of a slaveholder was important to make it as a black man in southern society and such a connection was rare and special. 
The presence of black masters in the south shows that race relations were not something entirely solid in the south. There was not a clear binary opposite between white and black, free and slave, and rich and poor. Money would sometimes whiten, for example, because it would set a black man apart from other free African-Americans (Johnson and Roark xii). Race is an artificial social construct and The Known World deconstructs it and shows that it was much more complicated (Ryan 199). The book is filled with examples that make the antebellum south a much more confusing place. The introduction of Henry, “a black man of thirty-one years with thirty-three slaves and more than fifty acres of land that sat him high above many others, white and black and Indian,” immediately does the job (Jones 5). His wealth gives him a higher social standing even though he is black.
The opposite is the case with Barnum Kinsey, one of the slave patrollers, “considered by everyone to be the poorest white man in the county, ‘saved,’ as one neighbor said, ‘from being an nigger only by the color of his skin’ ” (42). In this case money almost darkens a person. White people can even be slaves in the story; think of the woman Elizabeth who is made a slave by her slaves. There is even an example where white children are sold into slavery after the death of their father even though the white inhabitants of the county think they have been taken to Paris: “[T]he woman had sold the children once she was safely out of Virginia… somewhere in the world… someone might not think twice about buying two happy white children” (56). At some point Robbins tells Henry when he has slaves himself that “it does not matter if you are not much more darker than your slave. The law is blind to that” (123). Henry is indeed two shades darker than his first slave Moses. He is set apart from other blacks because of having human property which shows that race is not the only determining factor in social relations. 
When Jones was talking about his book he was very negative about black slaveholders. He gave black rappers and football players as bad examples of people who would have owned slaves nowadays (lecture 03-03). His book and the history seem, however, to defend the blacks who decided to buy slaves. It was the only way to get ahead in the south and get some security from not being discriminated against. The white elite was more accepting of free slaves if they integrated into the southern economy and proved not to be abolitionists (Johnson and Roark 23). Free blacks were subjected to the same rules as slaves and “had to be constantly on guard against committing some act that a white person might consider an act of insolence” (48). Every white had the right to “correct” even a free black. The word “consider” indicates that the process was pretty random. That is why having a good reputation in the eyes of one’s neighbors was essential. It was the only way to make travel safe and could be the difference between continuous freedom and being sold into slavery again (36). 
The Known World seems to accept this interpretation and justification for blacks owning slaves. When Augustus Townsend is sold into slavery again Skiffington wonders if it is really a crime: “Had Virginia, in fact, declared such a sale a crime? Could the cord of a man born into slavery ever be cut forever and completely, even if he had been free for some years? Was he not doomed by virtue of the color of his skin” (311). Augustus had always refused to have slaves and lived as far away from white masters as possible. He has no way to stop his abduction and the patrollers who do it are not even punished for it. Such uncertainty seems to make Henry’s choice not morally good but at least understandable. Fern Elston has slaves and that offers her some security. When the slave patrollers bother her she can complain to influential whites and make sure it never happens again. Her position gives her security. Augustus’ wife understands the importance of integrating into white society. Mildred made him see that the bigger Henry could make the world he lived in, the freer he would be. “ ‘Them free papers he carry with him all over the place don’t carry enough freedom,’ she said to her husband” (113). There is a connection in this quote between being really free and being accepted in white society. 

There is a big question in the historiography of slavery over the question whether slavery is really representable. If it is possible to say anything definite about the institution. The question of what slavery exactly is, has been discussed for a long time. “What is slavery? Does it consist in physical bonds and material chains? Is there no slavery but that which is accompanied by fetters, thumb-screws and whips? Is there not a tyranny exerted over mind, a benumbing and deadening of the faculties of the soul, a crushing of the spirit” (‘Domestic Slavery’). This quote is from an antislavery newspaper, so it is now surprise that the answer in the article to the question above is affirmative. Recent historiography and The Known World are not sure if such an easy answer is available. Slavery meant a lot of different things in a lot of different places and it is perhaps impossible to say anything definite about it. Broad generalizations are not just impossible to make, but are also not useful for a better understanding of the institution.  
An influential book that supports the discourse that it is hard to say anything definite about slavery is Down by the Riverside. A South Carolina Slave Community (1984) by Charles Joyner. In this book he makes a detailed description of slavery on 34 plantations in one parish in South Carolina. He describes how slavery in All Saints Parish had distinctive characteristics that were not common in other parts of the country. The parish was devoid of free blacks and links with African work patterns and culture were much stronger than normal. There were still slaves in 1860 that had vivid memories of Africa (37). But within the parish there were also differences, for instance in how slaves were treated by masters and overseers. Slaves that worked in river barges or were skilled craftsmen lived differently from field hands and they knew they had a privileged position: “As slaves they were aware that no achievement they might accomplish could change their condition. But they were favored slaves, nevertheless” (65). All the differences between slavery in this parish and the rest of the country and the different experiences of slaves within the parish lead to the conclusion that it is very hard to generalize about the experience of slavery.   
This conclusion is confirmed in The Known World by the very different forms of slavery that exist in Manchester County. Barnum is very good to his single slave Jeff and even cares for him when he gets old: “Jeff died at sixty-two, after being unable to work for almost a year and after being cared for all that time by Barnum and his wife. Wherever he went after death, Jeff may have been grateful that in his last month, Barnum would read to him from Franklin’s Poor Richard’s almanac” (Jones 42). A slave is treated as a member of the family in this case, and the kindness is a strong contrast with the Townsend plantation where a runaway has a piece of his ear cut off. Another runaway gets shot by his master and after that cuts off the head “as a warning to his other fourteen slaves and stuck it on a post… in front of the cabin” (26). Sheriff Skiffington haunts down escaped slaves but the young black girl he got as a wedding present is not a slave to him and his wife. If she had “been able to walk away from them… [a] child would have been lost” (166). There are more examples in the book where the reader can see big differences in how slaves are treated by their masters. This illustrates the notion that slavery can be something different in different places. 
The difficulty of representing slavery is symbolized in the novel by the difference between the sixteenth-century map in Skiffington’s office and the art Alice makes after she escapes from slavery. The map is called The Known World and it is not very accurate: “The land of North America was smaller than it was in actuality, and where Florida should have been, there was nothing. South America seemed the right size, but it alone of two continents was called ‘America.’ North America went nameless” (174). Alice’s piece of art only shows the Townsend plantation and is described as being accurate to the smallest detail: “it is what God sees when He looks down” (385). This makes Alice’s art like contemporary historiography that focuses on the particular. Skiffington’s map is like portraying slavery as one big phenomenon, which is inaccurate, just as his map (Ryan 206-7). It leaves it “nameless” while Alice’s view is like the view of “God” which is must more positive.

I think it is remarkable that The Known World has so much to say about the history of slavery, even though Jones claimed to be only concerned with writing a nice story. The novel appears to have strong opinions on certain discourses, but the author did not do any historical research. This shown that a book is no longer the “property” of an author after it is published. It is open to all kinds of interpretation the author did not intend. There is a criticism of history and at other points a support of it. Considering the book has its doubts about history it is no surprise it is critical. This active engagement makes the novel even more remarkable and ensures it a place in the literature of enslavement. It is more than just a nice story about slavery. The book could possible also be used in courses about the history of enslavement to teach students about the various theories that exist in the field. 
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Camilo José Vergara as an anti-utopian photographer.
Seminar Paper for Ruins of Modernity


Camilo José Vergara (b. 1944) was lucky enough to be accepted into the University of Notre Dame as a poor Chilean boy. A great opportunity, but he soon neglected his studies because he was drawn to the streets of nearby Gary, Indiana. He was more interested in seeing the smoke of the steel plants and the local people gambling and getting drunk. Soon the American slums were a more interesting object of study than his electrical engineering textbooks. “I wanted to believe that science and technology would keep me from being poor, but my work habits did not change” (Vergara: American Ruins 22). He became a photographer of American slums, instead of an engineer, and looks at places that most people do not want to see but none the less are an important part of the United States. The goal of this paper will be to take a look at the works of Vergara and his loss of faith in science and technology. In his fascination with the street I will look for traces of anti-utopian thinking. Does he fight against the faith the twentieth century had, that it was possible to use our knowledge to build a better society and a better city? 
Although Vergara’s photo books do not contain a clear reflection on philosophical issues he still writes a lot about what he intends whit his photography. He is aware of what he is doing. By a close reading of these texts and photos I hope it will be possible to get his vision on issues of modernity and utopia. In class we used Vergara’s work on Detroit, but he also took pictures of other big cities. For this paper I will mostly use his work on Chicago to look at him as a man who does not believe in the modern dream to build a perfect city. The dreams that Le Corbusier and Ebenezer Howard had, which were so powerful in twentieth century urban planning, but which also were unrealistic and perhaps even dangerous. Their impact is immense (Pinder 62) that is why I will focus on their utopian designs in relationship with Vergara’s photos. To know what he exactly rallies against, it will first be necessary to take a look at what utopianism and the city entails. The first part of the paper will be a short description of this. After that I will dive into Vergara’s work and place him against the thinking I described in the first part.   
    
Utopianism has its roots in the Enlightenment and in modernity. It is difficult to say anything definite about these intellectual movements, but a part of it was a sense that knowledge could be used to solve every problem. Humanity was in a state of progress and with the use of science everything was supposed to get better and better. The only problem these thinkers faced is captured in the term “creative destruction”. The old had to be destroyed to create a new world and this did not just mean old buildings; people’s way of life had to change as well. This caused anxiety for some, but other modern figures swept all doubt aside to create a better world. People like Haussmann in Paris and Robert Moses in New York believed in the simple saying that one can not make an omelet without breaking eggs (Harvey 16). Current day criticism focuses on the fact that modernity can not stop destroying and is bound even to destroy what it has created itself. The process of creative destruction can never stop (Berman 304-7). 
Modernism was very much a movement of the city, and a lot of its thinkers focused on making a better and perhaps a perfect city. In the early twentieth century most western cities had to deal with numerous problems like for example congestion. The unleashing of modern industrial and technological forces had given hope but also shook up the world people knew. Everything seemed to be changing and old certainties were gone. The city could be a utopia but also a place of imminent apocalypse (Pinder 8). Le Corbusier asked himself if a picture of a city block in Paris was like, “the seventh circle of Dante’s Inferno”. He answered it was not, but it did show the terrible conditions under which hundreds of thousands of people had to live (71). For him the city was often a terrible place but his Voisin Plan would offer a solution to all the problems Paris and cities like it faced.
The core of his plan was to create a lot of open space to bring light to the city and decongest the center. Space could be created by building high on a limited part of the ground area. Every block would be occupied by uniform designs for the administrative buildings in the city center and residential buildings around it for the elite and the workers. This was his perfect city and after World War II urban planners around the world took up his ideas. Building high with a lot of open space around the building became a familiar design (Hall 222-5). The remarkable thing is that Le Corbusier did not see himself as an Utopian. His plan was not meant for a distant future. He confronted contemporary problems and if certain changes were set in motion he believed his plans could be realized in the here and now (Pinder 7). The plan was, according to him, also technical and not political. He saw himself as a doctor who operated on the city, but it is possible to find political aspects in his plans (76). In his Voisin Plan there is a call for a father to lead France and the importance of authority. But this authority did not necessarily have to come from an individual man because it could also come from his plan (84).   
Ebenezer Howard is the next to Le Corbusier the other big utopian thinker of the city with also an enormous influence on actual urban planning. According to Peter Hall he is the most important character in the history of urban planning in the twentieth century (Hall 88). His garden cities would be the solution to overcrowding. Town and country had to be married in beautiful, almost medieval like, cities without slums or pollution, but with a lot of parks and open spaces, which would give room for light and clean air. Designs were meant for a certain number of people and if there were more a new city had to be build in the open countryside. It would not just improve living conditions but solve all kind of social issues like for example class conflicts (Pinder 40). His influence convinced cities among other things of the importance of regional planning and was influential in the designs of suburbs (Hall 8).                
The utopian dream fueled urban planning in the US; it was not just important in countries like the Soviet Union that were directly based on an utopian ideology. “The construction of mass utopia was the dream of the twentieth century. It was the driving ideological force of industrial modernization in both its capitalist and socialist forms” (Buck-Morss IX). Dreaming of a better future was the fuel of modernization and it did not really matter if the dream was unobtainable. Just trying to build a better future would ensure progress and Howard realized that his designs were not inadaptable blueprints suited for every situation. The US tried from its founding to build “a city upon a hill” and the twentieth century was no exception. Ideals were translated into mortar and bricks (Hall 3). There were successes and failures but Vergara focuses on the parts that did not live up to their potential. Ghettos for example show the limits of modern and utopian dreaming and the negative results it can have.

Vergara attacks the high rises of Le Corbusier. He quotes former Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Andrew Cuomo, calling them “concrete bunkers, high-rise buildings that literally imprisoned and caged people” (Am. Ruins 178). Towers of apartments were seen in the 1950s and 1960s as the solution to congested and crowded cities. Individual houses would just congest a site, but with all the open space between the towers there would even be enough room for trees and gardens. These thoughts are accompanied by a picture of 2051 West Lake Chicago, a medium-rise building. Instead of green around it we see a desolate landscape with just a few unimpressive trees. Windows are boarded up and packs of ice are taking over the building, it appears to be weeping. Vergara tells that the building is going to be destroyed because project like this were the victims of bad policies and management. It got overwhelmed by poverty and crime (178).
On the next page Vergara shows what was build in its place. With a number of apartment buildings destroyed there was room to build Victorian-style townhouses. The goal is to create a mixed neighborhood and a short glance at the picture of the new houses makes it look quite decent. The urban fabric will be restored to the same state as it was before the 1950s, but Vergara has his doubts. The area is still surrounded by roads, acres of parking space and a former industrial area. The legacy of riots and forty years of concentrating the poor is this neighborhood cannot just be fixed with some new buildings. A closer look at the photo reveals that the surrounding area looks much less attractive than the new townhouses (179). High rises were a bad idea but the same mistake is made again by thinking that a single type of new buildings are capable of solving all kinds of social problems. The city is still caught in the utopian dream that just mortars and bricks are needed for urban renewal. 
There are many examples in Vergara’s work were he is negative about high-rises, he even calls them “crack supermarkets” (Am. Ghetto 44). He however does not say that it is impossible to rescue the neighborhoods in which these buildings stand. The United States has the power to change things (22) and even a high-rise can be a functional place. An example he gives is the Pensacola Place, build in 1981 in the North Side of Chicago. Architect Stanley Tigerman designed it to look like a home. The vertical building is surrounded by a four-story horizontal building where people can live and shop. The base of the high-rise is designed to look like a row of ordinary townhouses with gardens. Vergara wants other architects to look at this place and not dismiss high-rises all together. His pictures show it as a success because people are shopping there and decent cars can be seen in the parking lot. Just building high rises is not the answer; different kinds of buildings need to be combined. There is no single building style that can solve a cities’ problems (Chicagoland 104).    
There is a clear criticism on the utopianism of Le Corbusier in Vergara’s work but a reader needs to search more for a criticism of Howard’s garden cities. Nature was supposed to find its way back into the city and Vergara shows how that is happening but in a different way as Howard imagined. Abandoned buildings and empty lots are being reclaimed by nature. Vergara shows a picture of an abandoned brewery complex in East Baltimore were a tree is growing from a roof. It appears as if the tree is forcing itself through the roof to reach the open air. This is symbolic for how nature is taking over (Ruins 201). In class we saw pictures how trees were growing in a former library in Camden. Next to the photo is written that the City of Camden has been chopping down trees everywhere but here nature is protected (86). Knowledge was supposed to be the tool of modernity to make something better, like a garden city, but now nature has taken over in a library, a place that is supposed to hold our knowledge. Humanity, with all its intellect, has failed to create something better.       
But the ruins of modernity also offer us an opportunity to create something like a garden city but not always as an utopian place. It is also a reminder of our failures. Think for example of urban gardening in Detroit. Vergara calls nature’s takeover decontamination. He mentions Gasworks Park in Seattle were a former power plant has been stripped down and now stand like a sculpture in the middle of a park. A former toxic site is now a place to enjoy nature (156-7). There are few unspoiled places of nature left that are untouched by human hands. We sacrificed a lot of nature in the name of progress. But now, in for example the Rust Belt, vegetation is mixed with leftovers of industrialism (159). Garden cities are forming were people do not live and work anymore. They were supposed to be cities without pollution but are now forming in very polluted places. Garden cities like this are a reminder of how modernity and utopia failed. Town and country are not married here but fighting a slow battle for possession of a site. Nature is winning and slowly taking over again.  

Marshall Berman describes in his book All That Is Solid Melts Into Air how modernity under the leadership of Robert Moses destroyed parts of New York. Until the 1960s a lot of the people supported him because he seemed to be on the side of progress and it was difficult to oppose that. In the 60s a big resistance started and their strategy was to give a positive spin to the streets modern planners like Le Corbusier disliked. He disliked the street because it was dangerous and uncontrollable; highways were better as efficient machines of traffic (Pinder 69). But Jane Jacobs saw the street as a place where modern values could be realized. Her goal was to preserve the street life in New York that Moses was destroying (Berman 316-8). Sigfried Giedion notes the same issue in a text about architecture in the 1960’s. He says “that the values lost to our period must be restored: the human scale, the rights of the individual, the most primitive security of movement within the city” (Giedion xxxiv). In earlier times people were in close contact with the soil and that connection needs to be restored. I think this can be interpreted as a desire for Jacobs’ street ballet and the 24/7 community. 
Vergara also likes the street and understands what it can mean to people. Even ruins can have value in the eyes of the people who have a connection with them. He likes to walk on the street and ask shopkeepers but also random passersby what buildings are for them (Ruins 16). Even discarded objects in the street or in abandoned buildings, things like stuffed animals or pieces of clothing, can have a meaning. Such things live because people have given it a part of their soul (19). Vergara takes pictures of turrets, which used to be a common design element in Chicago architecture. They give presence to a corner and connect streets because they can be seen from two sides. In a photo he took of a building with a turret the viewer can see people hanging out under it. Even somebody in a wheelchair, and close by an old man, are sitting there which makes it look like a safe gathering place. Together with the shop it gives a sense of community. He also quotes an architect who says that the disappearance of turrets represents the breakdown of the block. But for building owners the towers do not really make a difference and it is often easier to remove them than pay for expensive repairs (Chicagoland 8).  
When studying a ghetto in Newark Vergara mentions a woman who talked to him about the community that existed there and the importance of the street. “I can see my kids playing hopscotch, I can hear them outside my window, calling up for money. … There used to be a shower there. My kids would use it at all times during the summer, even at midnight, and I would not be worried. … We did not have to worry about people hurting us. There was a community in there of people you could trust and get along with” (Am. Ghetto 9). He does not show a picture of this because he cannot capture what is not there anymore. But is does show the importance of the street and a connection with the soil. A housing project was successful here because there was a connection between were one lived and the street and a connection between the people. Not necessarily the buildings but the kind of people living in it, determines the success of a neighborhood (49). A viable community and a street safe enough for children to play on, even in the middle of the night, make it work.
In the 1970s utopian planners had to slow down their remake of the city because of an economic slowdown. Modernism from now on had to work with what there was and became obsessed with homes, families and the neighborhood. The culture of the 70s looked to ethnic memory and history as an essential part of personal identity. To be modern no longer meant that a person had to forget his or hers ethnic roots (Berman 332-4). Giedion says that he “always regarded the past as something not dead but an integral part of existence, coming to understand more and more the wisdom of the Bergsonian saying that the past gnaws incessantly into the future” (Giedion xliii). Architecture was becoming aware again of the continuity of human experience, which is something Japanese architecture for example had never forgotten (xxxviii). There was a realization that is was not necessary to continually destroy the old in the tide of progress and that good things could be found it the old. Howard had said at the begging of the twentieth century that each generation should build its own city to suit its needs but that was no longer possible or even desirable (Pinder 35).   
Vergara also has respect for the ethic history of a neighborhood. In Unexpected Chicagoland he devotes an entire chapter to the presence of Lithuanians in Chicago. He writes positively about how they see themselves as creative and socially progressive people. They brought their own Art Deco style with them to Chicago, which is pictured and described by Vergara in a positive way. He quotes Berman who celebrates the fusion in Lithuanian art between modernity and tradition. “[A]bstract art integrated into a traditional setting without any fuss. Abstraction is not perceived as a threat” (Chicagoland 58). Vergara also spends two pages for picturing a monument dedicated to two Lithuanian aviators who died in 1933 trying to fly from New York to Kaunas, Lithuania. It is a combination and a celebration of a modern mode of transportation with an ethnical past (60-1). Modernity and the past are not mutually exclusive here which brings Vergara inline with modernists in the 1970s that left utopian designs of a new city behind them.
In ghettos there is also a respect for the history of the neighborhood. Graffiti is used to memorialize personal histories of the people living there but also the history of the people in general. In black neighborhoods it memorializes for example Black Power themes from the 1960s and the rise of Black Muslims a decade later. (Am. Ghetto 126). But it also celebrates an imagined utopian past of the African-Americans in Africa and in Egypt. Vergara made pictures of various examples of graffiti that show old African masks and Egyptian symbols (136-7). Walls are also a memorial to the young people that have become a victim of the violence that characterizes ghettos. There is a political element in this as well, a complaint against a system and a country that does not accept certain ethnic groups (132). Vergara notes that walls have replaced the cemetery as a place to remember the dead. Every day people have to walk past places were relations have been murdered (142). One should be careful to idealize ghettos but Vergara shows here that even they have a history and an ethic memory that means something to the inhabitants. Related to this is Vergara’s call not to abandon ghettos but try to reclaim them (20-1). There is something there worth preserving.    

There are various examples in Vergara’s books where he attacks utopian terminology and dismisses it as unrealistic. Dreaming of utopia can be a source of inspiration and hope (Pinder 54) but it can also be dangerous. Vergara quotes an extract from Fernando Pessoa’s play The Mariner in which someone dreams about a mariner who is lost on a distant island. He starts dreaming all the time of an imagined homeland. He constructs in his mind not just a city but also, streets, people and even a personal history for himself. When he gets tired of dreaming he cannot remember a thing from his own past. His own homeland and history was gone from his mind. It was as if his real life had never existed and was just a dream (Ruins 19-20). Dreaming of another world causes the dreamer to forget his own past, which is an important part of ones personal identity. Something is created by dreaming, but some things are also destroyed and the city becomes a place without a personal connection; it becomes an uncanny place.     
Vergara is also ironic about our abilities to get things done in the name of progress. He describes the destruction of the Jack Frost Sugar Refinery in Philadelphia. The building stood in the way of a waterfront development and had to be dynamited. The first implosion was cancelled because there was not enough dynamite and when they did try, the buildings still stood after the explosion. The largest bulldozers in the area were needed to literally pull the building down. A local road had to be closed down to prevent accidents. This process is contrasted with quotes from the New York Times Magazine which said that America sits on top and the future belongs to America. Vergara also writes that this building once was the world’s largest sugar refinery and was even described in a guide to Philadelphia (42-3). I see this description as a reminder that there is a difference betweens plans and ideology and the reality on the ground. Le Corbusier liked to view the city from the air but that perspective is limited and gives unrealistic expectations. This scene also shows that what is once great and modern can have lost its function half a century later. But former workers still have positive memories of the refinery and Vergara discusses other potential uses. The old does not need to be swept aside in the name of progress.    
Not just Corbusier’s plan gave rise to unrealistic expectations. Howard expected an entire new socio-economic system to arise in his garden city (Hall 95). He had concerns about intoxication and the “demon drink” and hoped that the visibility in his city would open everything to the public eye. There would be no places were filthy and immoral acts would be hidden from the community (Pinder 39). Vergara shows with his photos that it is difficult to change people’s behavior. Modern technology was not used for example to prohibit people from buying alcohol but helped selling it. He made pictures of big neon signs used for the sale of alcohol. The more elaborate signs danced before the eyes of potential costumers. They were continually in motion and continuous motion is another sign of modernity that was celebrated by, for example, the futurist (Chicagoland 73). The motion is used, however, to tempt people to do what they have been doing for centuries. It is impossible to stop the drinking of alcohol.   
In the preface of Unexpected Chicagoland Vergara tells his readers about the mission of the book. It is a reverse search for El Dorado, a utopia that does not exist. He looks at the debris of history in places that were once seen as the Promised Land. The ruins he pictures are parts of an American Atlantis. It is a dream that a lot op people have given up, but Vergara wants his readers to reconnect to this world that has been forgotten. It is an important part of American history. The Arcades Project was a source of inspiration for the book. Just as Walter Benjamin he is searching for the residues of a dream world. This history is especially important because it is needed to free the present from myth. In the industrial era our consciousness was guided by a mythic dream state that promised a better future (Chicagoland xxi-ii). This is Vergara’s clearest writing on utopia. He dismisses it as a myth which we should remember because it can prevent us from falling into the same dream state again. We do not want to be deceived again by dreams that try to prevent us from caring about contemporary problems (Buck-Morss 208).
Cities are trying to cover up problems, for example by painting window scenes to make abandoned buildings look less dreary. Vergara mentions examples of this in New York, Newark and Chicago. America should have a shared vision of the value of its cities and not just accept all the destruction. Times are very frustrating for advocates of the poor who want to do something about this (Am. Ghetto 200-2). Architects and planners thought they could design healthier and more pleasant surroundings but their designs are now some of the worst places in the country. The situation there is just a bad as it was in the slums a hundred years ago but almost nobody listens to the call to rebuild the American city. Analyzing the problems through statistical data hides the hideous realities beneath these numbers (2-3). 
Utopia was not the way to go, but Vergara is telling his readers here that the postmodern tendency to dismiss problems as unsolvable is not the answer either. Vergara wants to make it visible again to those in power, people who have the ability to do something about it. He compares his book How the Other Half Worships with Jacob Riis’ famous book How the Other Half Lives (1890). This was an indictment against a system that allowed terrible living conditions in the slums of New York. America is the richest country in the world and in affluent areas the standard of living is impressive. But this is contrasted with decay and desolation in the nation’s ghettos. This disturbs Vergara a lot especially because mostly Latinos and African-Americans are living in these conditions (Other Half 1).   

The goal of this paper was to discover Vergara’s view on utopia through a close reading of his writing and his photos. He is fascinated by the part of America that stays behind and does not share in the American dream. Utopian designs of the city were supposed to solve all kinds of problems but Vergara argues that a single model for the city can never solve all the difficulties neighborhoods face. No single plan offers a blueprint for the disappearance of everything that is wrong in cities. He mocks these ideas by showing there potential negative effects, and the fact that they are still tried worries him. To realize a utopia the old has to be swept aside and that is often unnecessary, not just because people have connections with the old, but also because an important part of American history is destroyed like this. A better strategy is to try to reclaim parts of the city that appear lost, but this is often not tried anymore. Vergara celebrates the street and the history of certain neighborhoods to oppose this. He shows that there are building blocks to work with. 
Even dreaming of a perfect future can be dangerous, although this does not mean that problems are unsolvable. We should just not expect that mankind is capable of creating something perfect that will solve every problem. That is hubris and can have dangerous and unforeseen consequences. But it is important that Americans are aware of their history and the dreams that were the fuel of progress in the twentieth century. Because these dreams are dangerous, it is important people know about this so they can guard against it. Remembering the parts were the dream failed can do this job. That is why Vergara wants to give up downtown Detroit and keep it as a memory to the age of industrialization. It is a ruin of modernity that reminds Americans of the potential dangers of utopian dreams so they can never deceive again. America needs to learn this lesson.      
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Cooper and history in The Last of the Mohicans
Final Research Paper for ENGL 4360


A recurring topic in James Fenimore Cooper’s writing, is the rise and fall of civilizations. This topic is very clearly present, for example, in his novel The Crater (1847). This book tells the story of a small island in the Pacific. Two mariners are stranded there and start an ideal, Garden of Eden-like, existence. After they are discovered and rescued, other people move to the island and start a civilization. It thrives for a while, but when the founders are disrespected and the rights of landowners start to erode the society decays, the degradation not just occurs in moral terms, but the actual physical world is destroyed as well. A volcano eruption wipes out all traces of human life on the island. Only the tip of a smoking volcano is left (Marshall 55). 
I think The Crater shows Cooper’s views on history. He sees the inevitability of the rise and fall of civilizations. The course of empire cannot be influenced by human beings. Everybody is swept along by history, which is like a train. People sit aboard and cannot influence the course it is taking. This vision on history is also present in The Last of the Mohicans (1826). The progress of history is an unstoppable process in this book. The novel reinforces the idea that the American colonists were destined to inhabit the continent and get rid of the Native-Americans. The characters in the book are unable to influence the bigger course of events. The goal of this paper will be to show that Cooper sees history in The Last of the Mohicans as an eschatological process working towards a fixed point, and in which nothing lasts forever. This is a justification for the removal of Indians and Europeans from America. 
This kind of sentiment about history was shared by others in the early nineteenth century. Thomas Jefferson said “it was impossible not to look forward to distant times, when our rapid multitudes will expand beyond those limits, and cover the whole northern, if not the southern continent, with a people by similar laws” (Wood 358). He does no speak about the decline of American civilization, but history, according to Jefferson, had a fixed destiny. Americans were destined to inhabit the continent because white agricultural society was, according to Secretary of War Henry Knox, superior to the “savage” state of the Indians (397). Cooper’s contemporaries saw the progress of American civilization as the natural order of things. Race conflicts and wars of extermination were inevitable (Slotkin xii).  

According to Richard Hancuff, it is no accident that Cooper chose the frontier as the setting for his story. It was the best stage on which he could discuss the issue of nationbuilding. On the frontier, there was an exchange across cultural differences that created a new national identity. Hawkeye gets the best of both worlds. He has the leadership abilities and technological knowledge of white men, and the Indian ability to live on the frontier. But he is still clearly a member of the white race. He says that even his worst enemy “daren’t deny that I am genuine white” (Cooper 31). The end of the novel reveals that there is no place for Native-Americans in the new country. Cooper did not necessarily want to exclude the Indians, but he tells a story and a history, which he believes is beyond his control (Hancuff 56). It is an excuse for a real genocide that was sold as an ideology of the inevitability of white greatness.  
The loss of Native-American culture is nostalgically mourned in the novel, but since they must disappear there is no reason for atonement. According to Hancuff, “The last Mohican implies a disappearance that we can mourn without having to attempt to recover what was lost” (57). The last words of Chingachgook give a sense of the momentum of history and the end of his people. “My race has gone to the shores of the salt-lake, and the hills of the Delawares. But who can say that the serpent of his tribe has forgotten his wisdom! I am alone-” (Cooper 349). He still has “wisdom” and the reader knows him as a noble character. It is tragic that he has lost his son and is “alone” but he is old and he will not live much longer. The reader does not have to mourn him too much. Hawkeye will travel with him but once Chingachgook is dead, white Americans will no longer owe him anything. Chingachgook symbolizes the tragic, but unstoppable, process of history in human life to favor the “stronger” races.
Native-Americans are describes as belonging to a different world and time (Hancuff 57). Hawkeye describes them as “ready to slay, and not over regardful of the means, he is commonly content with the scalp” (Cooper 191). That is why they are destined to be replaced by white Americans. The reader learns what Hawkeye thinks of the Indian funeral ceremony that is performed for Cora and Uncas. “But when they spoke of the future prospects of Cora and Uncas, he shook his head, like one who knew the error of their simple creed, and resuming his reclining attitude, he maintained it until the ceremony- if what might be called a ceremony, … was finished” (344). Native girls think Cora and Uncas have “future prospects” together in the afterlife. Hawkeye denies this, which is a strong indication that the two races must remain very different (Martin 229). They do not even share a common afterlife. The Indian creed is “simple” and cannot even be called a ceremony. The natives are described here as having a primitive and static culture which makes them unable to progress. They are on a lower scale of civilization. 
Not just Native-American culture, but also European culture is attacked by Cooper. Parts of it will have to be left behind in America. Whites must learn some things from the Indians that will make them better suited for the frontier. Duncan Heyward is a European officer who does not know how to behave himself in the wilderness (Hancuff 58). He is told by Hawkeye that “[w]hoever comes into the woods to deal with the natives, must use Indian fashions, if he would wish to prosper in his undertakings” (Cooper 40). Even European civilization is useless in new circumstances if it does not adapt. Whites need to learn new “fashions” for survival, but when they do this they will “prosper” in their undertakings. A combination of characteristics will make them into new men who can adapt to the frontier, and try to fulfill the course of history without compromising their whiteness. 
The reader is, however, not supposed to think that Indian culture is something completely good. Parts of it might be useful for adapting to life on the frontier, but Cooper makes clear that Native-Americans are mostly savages and it is good thing that they are disappearing. When Chingachgook slays a French sentry, Hawkeye makes a negative comment about Natives. “Twould have been a cruel and a unhuman act for a white-skin; but ‘tis the gift and natur of an Indian” (138). This is clearly a different statement from when Hawkeye told Heyward to follow the ways of the wood (Hancuff 58). Saying that a “cruel and a unhuman act” is in the Indian’s “natur” clearly shows that they are uncivilized. Their nature causes them to kill when it is not necessary. Only a few parts of their habits need to be taken over to adapt to the wilderness and create a better man. 
Cooper clearly shows that Indians are hundreds of years behind white people. When Cora and Alice are rescued, there is a description of how Uncas is looking at Cora. He stood “with eyes that had already lost their fierceness, and were beaming with a sympathy, that elevated him far above the intelligence, and advanced him probably centuries before the practices of his nation” (Cooper 115). In this sentence an advance of time is linked with a loss of “fierceness”, and with this loss a growth of “sympathy” and “intelligence”, history is a force in this quote that moves people forward. Uncas seems capable of civilizing, but he dies in the end because it is the destiny of whites to take over the country. The only Indians that are eventually left are the old ones like Chingachgook and Tamenund. White Americans do not have to feel any regrets about removing a dying race in the name of progress (Hancuff 59). 
The demise of Native-Americans is not the only part of the history of American society that is described in The Last of the Mohicans. The disruption and eventual overthrow of the European hegemony in America is another historical theme. According to Winifred Farrant Bevilacqua, the novel tries “to give meaning to the historical process of which it is part since it takes the reader back to a time when the future seemed very uncertain and develops explanations which justify and confer and aura of inevitability on the shape that the future would assume” (114). Cooper justifies the control white Americans would take over their own destiny. There is, however, less emphasis on this part of American history because most contemporary readers were already convinced of the righteousness of the recent revolution against England. Most attention is given to white-Indian relations, a struggle that was still going on in the 1820s, but also the portrayal of European powers shows a process of history that could not be avoided (115). White America was destined to eventually defeat England and rise to power.  
The title The Last of the Mohicans shows that Indians are the main concern of the novel but the original subtitle of the novel was a narrative of 1757 (115). I think this tells the reader that another concern of the book is the French and Indian War. The European powers fighting for hegemony of the continent is also a topic. Cooper writes that they fought “for the possession of a country, that neither was destined to retain” (12). He makes it clear why England eventually lost possession of its colony. “The imbecility of her military leaders abroad, and the fatal want of energy in her councils at home, had lowered the character of Great Britain from the proud elevation on which it had been placed by the talents and enterprise of her former warriors and statesmen” (13). The loss of America is linked on the next page in the novel to the downfall of England. The rise of one nation occurs next to the fall of another. The reader can see two inevitable lines of history crossing each other. 
The feeling of Britain declining and America rising is further reinforced by the role of the English army in the novel. They lose Fort William Henry and are slaughtered after that. Earlier Cooper writes about them that they are “disgracefully routed by and handful of French and Indians” (13). The army is “only saved from annihilation by the coolness and spirit of a Virginian boy, whose riper fame has since diffused itself, with the steady influence of moral truth, to the uttermost confines of Christendom” (13). This is a reference to George Washington who is not only a better soldier, but is also endowed with a strong sense of morals and religion. The father of America appears as if being in every way superior to the English. In this case, it appears as unavoidable that America would be victorious over England. 
The English army is not just unable to defend colonist from French and Indian soldiers. The decline of England also has an influence on its morals which is something that can rub of on the American colonists. “In this mortifying abasement, the colonists, though innocent of her imbecility, and too humble to be the agents of her blunders, were but the natural participators” (13). The people of America are naturally taking over the “abasement” that was affecting England. Revolting and going on alone appears as a natural and logical reaction to this. Colonel Munro is an example of a character that shows that the English are bad soldiers and also lack proper morals. Munro is Scottish but associated with English rule. During the siege of Fort William Henry, he is more engaged with a marriage proposal for his daughter than with negotiations with the French commander.  
Just before his daughters are forced to come with Magua for a second time, they have been abandoned by their father who is engaged with his military duties. It is his fault in the first place that the girls are the victim of Magua because he wants to take his revenge on their father. Magua uses his daughters to do it. When the slaughter begins, the father is, because of his rank, able to flee to the French. His daughters cry out for help, but he does not help them. “The cry was repeated, and in terms and tones, that might have melted a heart of stone, but it was unanswered. Once, indeed, the old man appeared to catch sounds, for he paused and listened” (177). This is not how a father is supposed to act when his daughters are in danger. Although Munro might have decided that he was unable to help his daughters, fleeing to the French is not the honorable thing to do in this situation. It can also mean that he was afraid to go back to the slaughter and help them. He also watches helplessly while hundreds of his soldiers are slain. “Such dishonor and the devastation of his world lead to his decline, and throughout the rest of the novel he is a physically and mentally shattered reminder of Britain’s decayed power” (Bevilacqua 118). This is clearly not the example America should follow. 
But the French do not offer a good alternative either. Montcalm, the French commander, is of noble birth and is described as a brave and experienced soldier (118). But he does allow his Huron allies to slaughter the English. His personality is not good and Cooper describes him also as man who “was deficient in that moral courage, without which no man can be truly great” (180). His courage in battle is eclipsed by his selfishness. This obviously is not a man the Americans should follow either. Montcalm realizes, after allying himself with the Hurons, “the danger of setting in motion an engine, which it exceeds human power to control” (171). He will not be able to control his Indian allies and that way he loses part of his control over the war. There is no textual evidence that Cooper meant anything bigger with this sentence, but it could be interpreted as a reference that the Europeans would lose control of America. Cooper is setting up his assumption that America was destined to go on without European oversight.
The reader can see that destiny in Duncan Heyward. Above I have written, about how in the beginning of the novel, he does not know how to conduct himself on the frontier. According to Bevilacqua, he is still a typical Englishman, culturally and politically. “Conversely, as Heyward learns to deal more competently with the forest and to assume leadership as Munro declines, his maturation prefigures the act of separation which would bring the new nation into being with the Revolutionary War and implies that he colonists were justified in rebelling” (Bevilacqua 119). Cooper keeps driving home the point that America has no future with England.  
Already in the first paragraph of the novel the reader can see that both Indians and Europeans have no place in America. Cooper describes how both European soldiers and native warriors spend a lot of energy in trying to overcome the wilderness. The goal of these efforts is to kill each other. According to Milder, “Cooper means to suggest through these opening glosses on the action is the complicity of both races in defiling the New World” (414). Both parties do nothing productive with the land. “[I]n time, there was no recess of the woods so dark, nor any secret place so lovely, that it might claim exemption from the inroads of those who had pledged their blood to satiate their vengeance, or to uphold the cold and selfish policy of the distant monarchs of Europe” (Cooper 11). The fact that Cooper begins his story with an attack on Indians and Europeans seems to indicate that their presence in America is something bad and that this is an important topic in the novel. It is a justification for the inevitability of their eventual removal.             
The inevitable “progress” of history cannot just be found in the portrayal of Native-Americans and the European powers, but also in other aspects of the story. Ernest H. Redekop writes about the historical and emblematical functions of landscapes, ruins, and human artifacts in the novel. “In Cooper’s case, these fragments are not “shored against [his own] ruins,” but enlarged by the writer’s imagination to memento mori which typify a universal and ultimately divine plan for history, moving through time to an eschatological revelation” (40). Redekop talks about the importance of associationalism in the late eighteenth century. Landscapes are in Cooper’s books not just settings for the events in the story. They are also carefully designed to trigger associations in the reader’s mind (41).  
Such an association is made when Chingachgook kills the French sentry. It makes a connection between the untamed landscape and the “bloody path” that is going to follow in the story of the siege of fort William Henry (Cooper 138). The whites are shocked by the killing and look “in vain for the from they had so recently seen stalking along its silent shores, while a low and regular wash of the little waves, by announcing the waters were not yet subsided, furnished a frightful memorial of the deed of the blood they had just witnessed” (139). Following associationist psychology, the landscape now has associations with blood and killing. According to Redekop, “history is never simply a matter of human acts or events; these become more or less quickly inscribed in nature itself, so that the landscape becomes a kind of palimpsest on which a sensitive observer, skilled in the reading of the aesthetic signs of a given culture, may read human history” (42). For the book this means that as long as there is an untamed wilderness there will be a bloody confrontation and there is nothing the characters can do to change that.    
The process of history is now set in the story and is just as solidly there as the landscape. A description of the wild landscape around the fort is immediately followed by an artillery bombardment. “Along both ranges of hills, which bounded the opposite sides of the lake and the valley, clouds of light vapour were rising in spiral wreaths from the uninhabited woods, looking like the smoke of hidden cottages … A single smoke-white cloud, floated above the valley, and marked the spot, beneath which lay the silent pool of the ‘bloody pond’ ” (Cooper 140). The landscape is linked again with blood and shows that a history of conflict is unavoidable. This bombardment will inevitably lead to the surrender of the fort and the massacre, which is even bloodier (Redekop 42).
After the massacre, the main characters return to the ruined fort which is surrounded by human bodies. Now it is a reminder of human mutability (43). Nothing is going to last forever. A building that was once powerful is now “a smoldering ruin” (Cooper 181). The scene, however, also shows that history goes on, and that where one thing ends, another begins. “But, here and there, a dark green tuft rose in the midst of the desolation; the earliest fruits of a soil that had been fattened with human blood” (181). “Blood” linkes the landscape with the course of history and shows here that history even after death, never ends. It causes not just destruction but also “fruits of a soil” to rise, which could be a reference to the agricultural empire that America would become. Violence is a necessary element in the ongoing course of history. Destruction and creation are just as powerfully present as the mountains and the rivers. This wild nature will not be a place for the Indians for much longer. A bloody conflict is destined to come to them and out of there blood a new America will be born. It gives the sense that something must be destroyed, like the Indians, if something new is to be built. 
Cooper’s view of history as an eschatological process working towards a temporarily fixed point, in which nothing lasts forever, must however also lead to another conclusion. The Native-Americans were supposed to be wiped out in the name of progress, but by the same logic the America of the whites must fall one day as well. According to Bevilacqua, Americans were “willing to attribute the fate of the Indians to the process of cyclical decline, and in so doing to justify their displacement in favor of white expansion, Americans were reluctant to accept the implications of the theory for themselves, preferring to believe that they had created something new and that in their uniqueness they could bring the cyclical process to a standstill and rise indefinitely” (120). In The Last of the Mohicans there are also references to be found that this new country was not going to be around forever. 
Tamenund remembers the time when “the children of the Lenape were masters of the world! The fishes of the salt-lake, the birds, the beasts, and the Mengwe of the woods, owned them for Sagamores” (Cooper 305). His people used to have everything, but in the life time of one old man they lost almost everything. Tamenund is the symbol of a decayed power and a reminder of what happened to his people (Bevilacqua 120). He warns the American colonists that they can disappear as well. “But let them not boast before the face of the Manitto too loud. They entered the land at the rising, and may yet go off at the setting sun! I have often seen the locus strip the leaves from threes, but the season of blossoms has always come again” (Cooper 305). In this quote history is presented as cyclical, which means that white Americans will fall just as the Indians did. 
Chingachgook is the last surviving member of the Mohicans. He tells Hawkeye, how his people where once powerful as well. They stood on top of the world, just as the whites do now. “We came from the place where the sun is hid at night, over great plains where the buffaloes live, until we reached the big river. There we fought the Alligewi, till the ground was read with their blood. From the banks of the big river to the shores of the salt lake, there was none to meet us” (32). There are similarities between this story and the colonizing of America by European settlers. They also came from far away and had to fight enemies to conquer a big piece of land. Blood was spilled to create something new, but the reader knows the glory time Chingachgook describes is over. It is another reminder that powerful countries can fall, even though they were once great. 
The reader is also told by Chingachgook that it were not the English or the French that brought and end to the greatness of his people. It was another European country that in Cooper’s time had lost a lot of its former power. “The Dutch landed, and gave my people the fire-water; they drank until the heavens and earth seemed to meet, and they foolishly thought that they had found the great spirit. Then they parted with their land. Foot by foot, they were driven back from the shores” (33). Next to another reminder of the inevitable fall of countries this quote also contains another warning. Even though a country has no great enemies it can still destroy itself by other means, alcohol for example. In the early nineteenth century, drinking hard liquor was on the rise in America. The consumption of distilled liquor was rising rapidly from two and a half gallons per year in 1790 to five gallons in 1820. This is approximately three times as much as people drink in America today. The excessive drinking was not just limited to men but also women and even children were sometimes drinking all day long. Leaders were well aware of the potential dangers of heavy alcohol consumption and were afraid it could destroy America (Wood 339-340).   
Another way in which Cooper shows that there is a continues line in history, is through the main characters in the novel. J. Harding writes about this in his article. “Social, physical, and psychological characteristics among the primary characters in the novel seem to locate them at various steps on a continuum ‘progressing’ from the absolute ‘savagery’ of Magua to the over-civilized ways of David Gamut and Alice Munro (36). He argues that Cora Munro, who is in the middle of the continuum, is the character with the fewest weaknesses. She has the greatest moral and ethnical strengths and symbolizes a civilization on its highest point in history. With too much civility, like the English in the novel, a society will start to decline. Too much savagery, like the Hurons, is an excuse for their removal. A superficial reading of the novel appears to link characteristics to racial and social standards, but under the surface Cora is the ideal character in the middle of a dynamic between savagery and civility (36). 
All the characters in the novel, except Cora, have undesirable characteristics like a desire for vengeance, fragility, or prejudice. Harding argues that “[t]he juxtaposition of Cora to any of the other characters foregrounds her as Cooper’s representation of an ideal by illustrating that she exhibits the universally esteemed qualities in most of the others” (39). This is all the more remarkable in the context of contemporary race and gender assumption. A woman with black blood in her veins has the all the characteristics of a country that is on top of the world. A country that is not savage anymore and also has not become so civilized that it will start to decline. In the novel a reader can see her superiority in the scene when Heyward asks for the hand of Alice. “Cora Munro is a maiden too discreet, and of a mind too elevated and improved, to need the guardianship, even of a father” (Cooper 157). Colonel Munro is surprised he wants to marry Alice and becomes angry. This could be linked to tensions over her mixed heritage, but throughout the novel she is presented as the most desirable choice for marriage (Harding 39). 
A reader might wonder why Cooper kills Cora in the novel if she is the perfect character. A union between her and Uncas would have created a new offspring to whom race is irrelevant. Their children would have been the beginning of a multicultural society. “As a combination of heterogeneous elements, the race founded by Uncas would brake with the idea of defeated savagery and victorious civilization, contradict the concept of the irrevocable otherness of the Indians, and posit an alternative to the view that elimination of the natives was the logical outcome of the historical dynamic” (Bevilacqua 124). It is a hind to a different historical outcome for America. But when Munro talks about a union without regard to sex, rank, and color Hawkeye disapproves. He “shook his head, slowly, when they were ended, as one who doubted their efficacy” (Cooper 347). This other discourse is eliminated by the racism of white American society. The death of Cora, however, does not mean that she does not symbolize the highest possible state of society. It is left to a white American man to attain her position because his race is destined to inhabit the new country. Heyward is quickly adapting to the frontier and a reader can imagine that he will soon become the ideal character.  
The landscape in The Last of the Mohicans is not just a reminder of  the inevitability of the course of history as I described above. According to Miller, there is a continuous reminder in the novel of the fallibility of mankind. This is symbolized in descriptions of nature (422). The reader sees this when the story returns to the place were the English garrison was slaughtered. “The whole landscape, which, seen by a favouring light, and in a genial temperature, had been found so lovely, appeared now like some pictured allegory of life, in which objects were arrayed in their harshest but truest colors, and without the relief of any shadowing” (Cooper 181). If Cooper wants to presents his vision on history “in their harshest but truest colors” he does not just console his American readers. He does not just give a convenient excuse for the removal of Indians and Europeans. American might see themselves “by a favouring light”, but they are also capable of bloodshed. If mankind is fallible, then the new America is destined to decline and fall someday as well, and Cooper does not want to hide this from his readers.
In 1836 Cooper’s work was the inspiration for a series of five paintings by Thomas Cole. This series was called The Course of  Empire and in it is depicted the history of a civilization. From a savage state in the wilderness it goes past a pastoral, a consummation, destruction, and finally a desolation state in which nature takes over again. In all the paintings a mountain looms in the background as a reminder of the force of nature. Cooper loved these paintings and called it “a great epic poem… the work of highest genius the country has ever produced… one of the noblest works of art that has ever been wrought” (Marshall 55). I think that Cooper’s love for these paintings clearly show his vision of history; one that is also present in The Last of the Mohicans. America is destined to go through five stages of civilization. At one point it will be powerful and sweep aside everything that stand in its way. This will, however, not last forever and the country is destined to fall someday. Only the mountains will always be there. 

The goal of this paper was to show that Cooper had a distinct vision on history in The Last of the Mohicans. He saw it as an unstoppable force that was destined to give white settlers control of America. The Native-Americans were destined to be swept aside in the name of progress and because that was their destiny there was no reason to feel guilty about destroying them. England and France were fighting for control of America, but it was also inevitable that they would one day have to relinquish control. These countries had lost their former greatness and were sliding down on the scale of civilization. America was going up so it was only natural that there would be a revolt against European power. Cooper was rigid, however, in his application of history. He did not think that America was strong enough to beat history. The country was destined to decline one day as well and that message in just as strong in his book. Just as the civilization in The Crater, America would one day fall beneath the force of history. A decline in morals, a new power, or the force of nature was one day going to announce the end. Only nature lasts forever and not civilizations.               
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